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PREFACE 

In a continuing search for improved curriculum design and more pro

ductive te.:it-:hing methods, many researchers have turned to innovative tech

niques to root out improvements needed in all kinds of education. One 

technique, the formation of educational objectives around desired student 

behaviors, is becoming a useful source of guidance for curriculum plan

ners. Most important for this study, it is producing .a new way to organ

ize student learning experiences around the skills they need for their 

life in the world of work. Curricula which employ the use of behavioral 

objectives provide encouraging evidence that they can more precisely di

rect career education in the occupations and professions toward the de

mands to be made upon the student in his future work. 

This thesis is concerned with formulating behavioral objectives 

which will provide just such precise direction to ornamental horticulture 

programs at the post-secondary level. For a group of selected ornamen

tal horticulture occupations, a comprehensive list of job competencies 

was: derived from a detailed task analysis. These competencies provided 

the source data from which to formulate behavioral objectives appropriate 

for sound ornamental horticulture occupational training programs. An in

dustry-wide concurrance with these competencies gives assurance that the 

objecr.ives formulated are aimed directly at developing abilities in stu

dents most desired by their future employers. 

The bank of behavioral objectives developed in this study provides 

a first step toward improved curricula in ornamental horticulture.educa-
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tion. Considerable evaluation of actual programs employing them and of 

student performance on the job remains. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

~roblem Statement 

The problem to. be solved, in this study is: What instructional out

comes (behavioral objectives) should be specified .for vocational training 

in an ornamental horticulture curriculQ!ll at the post-secondary level 

which prepare students for jobs in nursery; garden center, and landscap

ing firms? 

Need for ·this Study 

Any individual in order to b~ proficient on the job must have the 

knowledge and skills t}J.at.are e~sential for the full performance of. 

those tasks that will be required.of P,im. Training programs adequate 

enough to prepare individuals for skilled work must contain sufficient 

information, motivating instruction, and .repetitive practice to assure 

that minimum levels of cognitive, affective, alld psychomotor C.!jlpability 

directly transfe:i;able to job tasks will be acquired. 

Considerable progress has been made toward identifying the ornamen

tal horticulture subject matter in which students should be at lea.st con

versant, or without which they cannot per·form the minimum demands of the 

job. Among the studies contributing significant research results are 

those of .Dillon (1), Bass (2), Johnson (3), and Virta (4). Although the 

information ac::quiJ;"ed has added considerably to subject matter verific::.a-
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tioq of present curricula, ,difficulties involved in specifying precise 

instructional outcomes have not been overcome. Further research of orna

mental horticulture.occupations using the job analysis method'is sorely 

needed. It is from the analys:l.s of tasks actually performed.on the job 

that the be.st promise e:ic:ists for developing these pr~cise instructional 

objectives. Such objectives should represen,t accurately the skills and 

knowledge required of workers to qualify for job entry at the technician 

level. 

Recently.the technique$ used in task analysis for deriving perform

ance objectives have been applied to a wide range of jobs, particularly 

by governmental .agencies (5) (6). This procedure holds real promise for 

adding a needed preciseness to the formulation of behavioral objective.a. 

for ornamental horticulture vocational programs. For this reason the 

basic practices used in the task analysis approach for identifying job 

competencies have been employed in this study. 

Few persons enter the ornamental horticulture occupations in Okla

homa with prior tra~ning. This is a result of the shortage of vocational 

programs for these occupations in both secondary and post-secondary 

schools. (7) By examining Figure 1, which compares student and worker 

proficiency levels, it will be noted that job entrants presently hired 

in ornamental horticulture occupations probably fall at the lowest; stage 

of occupational development. F.mployers thus carry employees for an ex

tended period of time while they acquire, through experience, sufficient 

ski,ll to be productive worke,rs beyond the level of common unskilled labor. 

This method of skills acquisition is expensive to both employer and em

ployee. Still, there is no assurance that such training efforts result 

in optimally skilled employees. It is doubtful as well that many indi-
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viduals realize a. develppment in the _higher levels of their capacit.ies~ 

In all proba'bility.such·tra.ining provi~es for little job .mobility~ 

Thus, aside from the in-migration .to Oklahoma of skilled w~~kers in 

ornamental horticulture, it could be. speculated.that there ar~ relatively 

few well-rounded, skilled e~ploye~s in Oklahc;nna~ Some employers report 

low wage scales fQr beginning worken {8), This, they claim .to be.basic

ally the result of low prod.ucti~ity per worker. Mechanization, high 

skill, and other improved technology could vary well increase wo~ker pro• 

duativity significanUy: . This would require the ex;pendi.ture of· additiQnt"' 

al resources, for epucation and research, but pre-eni::ey vooatio.na:j. tra:lrn

ing an.d adult programs· are urgently needed if. improved emp.loyee .perform-

ance is to be.attained. 

P-- --" 

1 

~oer ence Ex i d 
-

Job-entry 

Prerequisite· 

--- --- ~-------------~--------~~ 
:Pr9babl~ current . 

entrv level 
2 3 4 
Occupational Development Stage 

Figure 1. Student,ProfioieQ.cy Scale 
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As illustrated in Figure 1, vocational training programs lift the 

individual from a position below the prerequisite level line to as high 

a position as reasonable time and qollar economy will allow. A post-sec

ondary program founded on a prerequisite level well supported by se·cond,:., 

ary education is an obvious need. Currently such post-secondary programs 

would have to include units of preparatory training for the many students 

disadvantaged by lack of appropriate educational background for entry in

to vocational training programs in ornamental horticulture. 

As previously stated the present burden of training is left with 

employers. For all practical purposes this constitutes the entire job 

preparation endeavor. With the implementation of a post-secondary tech

nical program, employers, then able to hire well-trained employees, would 

be able to concentrate their training efforts on experiences to raise 

employees from the job entry proficiency level to the experienced worker 

proficiency level to the experienced worker proficiency level. 

Scope of the Study 

This study, as a means to specify and analyze behavioral objectives, 

accumulates and verifies job competencies which on the basis of detailed 

job analysis are shown to exist within one or more jobs of nursery, gar~ 

den center, and landscaping businesses in Oklahoma. The competencies 

studied have been.those requiring a skill proficiency above that expected 

of common unskilled laborers. The initial step was to identify job 

tasks by observation and interview with skilled workers on the job in a 

variety of firms and jobs. These tasks were each broken down into com

ponent skill elements constituting competencies. Once the separate com

petencies were extractecj., they were verified by a representative sample 
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of owners and managers of the businesses studied. By specifying the be

havior required and citing conditions and restrictions for satisfactory 

performance, behavioral objectives were formulated. 

The formulation of behavioral objectives is characterized by proce

du.res employed by Mager (9), and Popham (10). The behavioral objectives 

should state acceptable overt behaviors, psychomotor responses or pro

ducts to be elicited from the student which would give evidence that de

sired learning has taken place (11). This study leaves the additional 

steps of grouping and sequencing behavioral objectives to the curriculum 

planner. Such steps need to be developed with full consideration given 

to the training needs of workers in the locale, the instructional tech

niques best suited to the implementing teacher, and the separate learn

ing practices used by individual students. 

In the analysis an attempt has been made to select common objec

tives around which a core curriculum can be established for group in

struction. Also, those objectives best adapted to individualized occupa

tional experiences or programmed instruction techniques have been iden

tified. 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to formulate, by identifying and speci

fying, those behavioral objectives which best describe desired outcomes 

for a post~secondary ornamental horticulture curriculum and develop vo

cational skills to bring students up to a job entry proficiency level for 

occupations in nursery, garden center, and landscaping firms. The study 

was intended to be a search for terminal behaviors and significant speci

fic objectives that specify the level of proficiency trainees should 
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reach, i.e. the minimum permissible course completion requirements. Much 

attention has been given to stating behavioral outcomes in terms of de

sired overt responses. Concern with such outcomes is not intended to de

preciate the value of the lower cognitive and affective aspects of learn

ing. Such learning outcomes were considered to be structured in the 

student's psychomotor responses and in the enabling prior training which 

make the final performance successful. 

The three objectives of this research may be grouped in a step ar

rangement with the first objective leading to the second and the second 

to the third. Reaching each higher objective has been dependent upon re

sults obtained in reaching intermediate objectives. 

The first objective was to identify those skilled tasks pe~formed by 

skilled workers in nurseries, garden centers, and landscaping businesses. 

The tasks derived may be found in varying degrees among the different 

jobs studied. 

The second objective was to identify with industry concurrance all 

skilled job competencies inclusive of all job tasks found to exist in the 

selected occupational areas studied. As with tasks, these competencies 

are found in varying degrees among the jobs,in the selected areas. 

The third objective was to specify behavioral objectives that clear

ly describe desired behavior outcomes, using job competencies as the 

basic data for their derivation. The desired behavior outcomes here in

fer a response which, when given, will evidence acceptable proficiency 

for a job entry performance. 

Assumptions and Limitations 

Two major assumptions have been made that affect the conduct and 
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outcome of the research undertaken here. These are: 

1. Behavioral objectives for guiding instruction in post-secondary 

ornamental horticulture technology programs can be formulated by the task 

analysis method, deriving job competencies to be mastered from worker ac

tivities in skilled jobs in these occupations. 

2. Ornamental horticulture is generally agreed to consist of the 

three basic areas: floriculture, nursery management, and landscaping 

(12). With few minor exceptions, Oklahoma nursery and landscaping busi

nesses are involved in the following functions or combination of func

tions: wholesale nursery, nursery sales, garden center sales, garden 

center and landscaping, landscaping and nursery, and landscaping. 

This research has been limited in significant ways to provide a 

suitable base for study and permit timely completion of the effort. It 

is not apparent that these limitations have affected the quality or use

fulness of the results. The limitations imposed are: 

1. This study is concerned with vocational skill preparation for 

job proficiency and only incidentally with the broader aspects of gener

al educational development. Skills and knowledge important in job per

formance, as reflected in precise psychomotor responses, have. been ex

amined. The fact that behavior outcomes have incidental relationship to 

cognitive and affective responses has not been pursued. 

2. The job tasks analyzed are those demanding considerable skill -

not common labor tasks. Jobs requiring an extensive background in horti

culture science, business, or engineering such as those for which the 

bachelor of science degree would normally be prerequisite have not been 

included. Those jobs at the technician or para-professional skill levels 

for which training is usually provided in post~secondary vocational in-
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stitutions are the ones that have been studied. 

3. Job tasks peculiar to only a single enterprise or those outside 

of the selected ornamental horticulture occupational areas have not been 

studied. The major areas of knowledge and skills with which the study 

has been concerned are horticulture, business and marketing, and agricul

tural mechanics. 

4. In addition to being limited to selected occupational areas in 

ornamental horticulture, the study is also limited to the borders of the 

state of Oklahoma. No attempt has been made to determine the applicabil~ 

ity of the results to regions outside of the state. 

Definition of Terms 

1. Task. A set of related actions performed by a worker to com

plete an activity that is part of the total work of the firm. 

2. Job·Competency. The skill or knowledge required to perform a 

single act or other element of a total task. 

3. Task Analysis. The identification and describing of all tasks 

making up a job; the specifying of each job competency found within each 

task; and the study of relationships existing between various jobs~ tasks, 

and competencies. 

4. Behavioral Objective. A stated outcome of training which des

cribes what an individual will be doing, under what conditions, and with 

what restrictions, when demonstrating an acceptable performance. 

5. Job Cluster. Two or more jobs requiring essentially the same 

or similar knowledge and skill in their performance. 

6. Individual Instruction. Training endeavor in which the student 

assumes a large responsibility for the learning activity. Usually it is 
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performed on a one-to-one teacher-pupil basis. 

7. Occupational Experience Training. Activity performed in a job 

setting, either on-the-job or in a simulated situation, which permits the 

student to directly develop job proficiency and acquire a knowledge of 

work relationships. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The writing of behavioral objectives is essentially a subjective 

judgement. No matter how precisely the competencies supporting the ob-

jectives have been delineated, in the final analysis the writer's grasp 

of the skills to be achieved, his method of form~lating the behavior in-

tents, and even the direction of his vocational education philosophy af-
~ " . .,...,;.- ....... 

feet the .results obtained. This literature review is intended to clarify 

such major underlying principles, techniques, and philosophy as they re-

late to this study and the behavioral objectives it develops. 

The discussion covers four basic areas. The first concerns the cen-

tral position of sound curriculum objectives in modern agricultural edu-

cation. The second examines techniques used in formulating behavioral 

objectives and their uses in instruction. The third describes the sys-

tem of task analysis as used in discovering competencies toward which 

instructional intents should be directed. The fourth is a view of orna-

mental horticulture training programs, as well as a discussion of job 

skills needed in this field. 

An attempt has been made to faithfully interpret the viewpoint of 

leading authorities and researchers in the fields of ornamental horticul-

ture education and c~rriculum development. The hope is that the reader 

will find it clear and sufficient documentation to support the practices 

10 
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attempted and the results achieved in this study. 

Curriculum Development in Vocational Education 

Vocational Education Described 

The prpblems of everyday life in the real.world simply do not follow 

subject matter lines as the conventional secondary school curriculum may 

seem to imply. This conventional secondary school curriculum does not 

appear to have an adequate grasp on the kinds.of job knowledge and the 

organization of that knowledge needed by our society in this last third 

of the twentieth centry. 

According to Wood (13) several major areas of the school curriculum 

urgently need to be changed, First, there is a need to recognize educa

tional goals associated with the work of the community, described in spe

cific terms of human behavior rather than in lofty terms alluding to the 

importance of subject matter. The second is the need to integrate edu

cational efforts in all moral, economic, and social aspects. The third 

is a need for a more practical curriculum to provide a natural transition 

from school life to life in the community. The fourth is a need for a 

changed concept of teaching to provide a broader range of experiences to 

meet learners needs, individualized and humanized. The fifth area of 

need concerns experimentation in education. A vast expansion in research 

is needed in order to create a new curriculum tailored to each stu~ent's 

individual needs, 

Another author (14) also takes exception to much of the current 

school curriculum. He feels that it fails to come to grips with the 

pressing problems of youth. School curriculum should focus on such con-
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cerns of youth as being able to adequately cope with the life in which 

they exist and to find assurance that they will develop into effective 

adults. The task of achieving adulthood in our competitive, achievement 

oriented society presses one into developing skills and knowledge to 

reach his highest possible occupational attainment, A student must see. 

clearly the relationship between his studies and his vocational goals, 

and he must encounter some scholastic success in reaching his vocational 

goals. If not, in his frustration he may proceed less than satisfactorily 

in his endeavor to become educated. It is imperative that steps be taken 

to incorporate more work orientation into the curriculum. This can best 

be done by bringing the school curriculum closer to the economic, the 

commercial, and the social realities of everyday life. Educators must be 

far better inforttned in matters of workers' skills and future demands of 

the world of work upon their students. 

"Educational programs that rely on the structural content of a tra

ditional discipline become increasingly out of touch with the world of 

work.". (15) However, vocational education is more than the mere prepar

ation to fit an existing job. To be successful it must receive contribu

tions from both specialized training and general education. However, this 

combination must give a.unifying effect that is meaningful to the world 

of work. 

Goodlad (16) in his demand for a more humanisitic centered approach 

to education pointed out that a large segment of the educational enter

prise has not provided a.way of life cente.red upon the interests and val

ues of their clients. It is by associating with students as individual 

clients that each becomes an individual concern, each striving toward a 

goal for development of his full potential. However, even though a sound 
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purpose of education has been to guide the individual to reach his full 

human potential, it should not be denied that persons need to be equipped 

with the education and skills that are essential to success in industry 

and public institutions (17). It is apparent that instead of a conflict 

in goals of education:, what actually exists is a serious imbalance be-

tween the academicaspects of education and the occupational aspects. 

Modernizing Agricultural Education 

Occupational education must arise from the premise that there is a 

close logical relationship between it and the problems that society faces. 

The intensificatiob of cries for relevancy in education mean for educa-

tors a real concern for such matters as the nature of the labor market, 

the changing requirements for jobs, and the educational needs of unique 

groups 9f people (18). Training should concent_rate on those jobs most 

likely to be in -the student \a future. To. achieve this, curr.iculum con;... 

te.nt must constantly be revised to incorporate new technology as soon as 

job requirements for them develop. Obsolescence in either curriculum 

direction or content is intolerable. 

Of the eight imperatives which Swanson, et. al. (19) regard as cru-

cial to the interpretation and implementation of a modern concept of the 

vocational curriculum, three are pertinent to this study:. They are: 

(2) that the first goal of vocational programs be 
to equip students with salable skills, intellectual 
and manipulative, and to give them a base of occupa~ 
tional experience that will add relevance and adapt
ability to their vocational goal achievement. 

(3) that maximum effort be given to curriculum devel
opmE;mt which .can accele.rate the rate of skill achieve
ment and retard the rate of skill obsolescence. 

(6.) that competence to enter a job be held as the mini-



mum requisite for graduation and that eligibility 
for placement be regarded as the minimum completion 
requirement. 
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Among his principles of quality vocational education Coe (20) des-

cribes three additional charactel;"istics toward which the endeavors of 

this study are directed. Quality vocational education: 

(9) is based on an analysis of each occupation to 
determine what is required to perform as a suecess
ful worker in that occupation. 

(11) provides for the learning of skills employed 
in using the tools, machines and materials of the 
occupation and using them safely with good judge
ment and with pride in good workmanship. 

(13) uses methods, materials and equipment as 
similar to actu.al working conditions as is practical 
in a school situation and schedules a sufficient 
amount of continuous shop and laboratory time to 
carry through the learning experience. 

Following this line of reasoning, the transition occurring in the 

agricultural industry today should be sufficient reason for transitions 

to occur in school curricula of agriculture. An out-of-date agriculture 

curriculum which trains youth only for return to the farm defies the sim-

plest economic principles for overcoming excess agricultural labor re-

sources. Jobs in agri-businesses often have gone begging while rural poy-

erty has continued to climb. Specialized study in off-farm agriculture 

specialties have lately been turning this lock-step march toward under-

employed farm work to a rally for the agri-business industry. The speci-

alties making up this vast industry are generally grouped as: agricultural 

supplies, agricultural mechanics, agricultural products, ornamental horti-

culture, agricultural resources, and forestry. Whatever other directions 

vocational agriculture may take in the future, its central core must be-

come more agri-business oriented simply because.that is where the jobs 

are for the vast majority of rural youth. (21). This study in curriculum 
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development addresses itself to a major area of the agri-business indus-

try and to a major element of a forward looking agriculture curriculum. 

Curriculum Objectives 

For over half a century some educational objective writers .have en-

couraged the construction of curricula which have the practical goal of 

fitting out the individual for a useful role in society. This organizing 

of curriculum with specific ends in view was expressed by Bobbitt in 1918 

as the "practical task of d,efining innumerable specific objectives; and 

then determiuing the countless pupil experiences that must be induced by 

way of bringing the children to attain the objectives."(22) His concept 

was that life consisted in large part of the performance of specific ac~ 

tivities and the education that prepares for life prepares for these ac-

ti vi ties. (23) 

This practical character of education objectives was. moved a step 

closer to modern behavioral objectives by Smith and Tyler in 1942 when 

they formulated three assumptions about education. (24) First, education 

is a process which seeks to change the behavior patterns of humans. Next, 

the kinds of behavioral changes that a school seeks become its educational 

objectives. The third was that a curriculum is appraised by determining 

how well the objectives of the program have been reached. These assump-

tions were later developed into a rationale by Tyler whidh he presented 

in 1950: 

1. What educational purposes·should a school seek 
to attain? 

2. What educational experiences can be provided that 
are likely to attain these purposes? 

3. How can these educational experiences be effectively 
organized? 



4. How can we determine whether these purposes are 
being attain.ed? (25) 
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Tyler further clarified his rationale by describing elements of the 

educational experiences around which to effectively organize the curricu-

lum. These elements cc;>nsist of concepts, skills, and values. Many con-

cepts are employed in most curricula. They constitute the organizing 

elements tying the .curriculum structure together. Skills assist the 

curriculum organization through sequencing learning acts from the very 

simple to the complex combinations. Values have organizing significance 

in that objectives of attitude, interest, and appreciation strengthen 

the learning endeavor. (26) With these elements Tyler was actually 

pointing out the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains of be-

havior. A diagrammatic interpretation of Tyler's rationale thus bears a 

close resemblance to current behavior oriented instruction models. (Fig-

ure 2) 

Specify 
Objectives Preassessment Planning Instruction 

en 
(!) 
<J 

Selecting ~ 

Behavior Evaluation 

Gonce ts 
Purposes Selecting 

Educational 
Purposes 

1~~~-.iEducationa!•~~--~~· "d Skills Attained 
Experiences ~ 

G3 

Post-Assessment 

00 
r::: 

•r-1 
N 

·r-1 
§ 
00 
1-1 

0 

....,. _____ ....,_ 

Values 

Figure 2. Tyler's Rationale as a behavior oriented· 
instruction model. 
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Much of what is now called curriculum innovation is.in.fact the im

plementation .of sound universally accepted theories. From the past has 

come the challenge for the school curriculum to·be involved in the total 

learning experiences.of the student, Educators in vocational education. 

through "practical" curriculum objectives, behaviorally stated, have tak

en up the challenge and are forging a new involvement of the whole stu

dent. 

Formulating Behavioral Objectives 

Significance of Behavioral Objectives 

Behavioral objectives have been defined and described by many auth

ors, One of the most often quoted is that given by Mager (27), to which 

he assigns the name, instructional objective. He states that it des

cribes an educational intent in terms of what the learner will be doing 

and under what conditions when demonstrating an acceptable performance. 

Thus, a behavioral objective specifies a required student behavior, the 

conditions under which the behavi.or is to occur, and the performance 

level of that behavior. 

The rationale behind performance objectives is that students upon 

completing the learning intended. will exhibit a behavior (overt) that 

unmistakably indicates the desired achievement. Most theories concerning 

learning behavior are complex and difficult to apply to a specific case. 

However, one theory that is useful and uncomplex is that given by Eiss. 

(28) He points out that all learning input must initially come through 

the affective domain at the awareness level. This is evidenced by the 

turned-on or turned-off student. Next, there is a cognitive response 

during which the input interacts with what the student already has learn-
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ed. Following this the student will exhibit some psychomotor response. 

This response exhibited by manipulative, perceptual, etc. actions will 

contain an affective dimension exhibited by interest, appreciation, etc., 

and a cognitive dimension exhibited by the content of the response. It 

is upon the overt behavior that the teacher must rely for evidence of any 

kind of desired learning. 

Behaviorally stated objectives have a number of advantages over con

ventional subject oriente(i curriculum objectives. It is possible to. se

lect an appropriate evaluation method that will be a.highly accurate 

measure of student learning. The choosing of ,learning activities is 

made easier. Such objectives can be examined and improved upon because 

they are specific. For the same reason they can be used effectively by 

more than one teacher. Additionally both student and teacher devote 

their time and energy to that which is most relevant for the student. 

They also provide a useful measure for checking instructor performance. 

(29) 

In the opinion of Engman (30) correctly writing behavioral objec

tives constitutes one of four phases which together operationalize be~ 

havioral objectives. The writing is followed by the other three phases; 

designing suitable learning experiences; constructing tests, and analyz

ing the results achieved .. Thus, correct writing is a .keystone.to the 

teaching plan, assuring logical and consistent experiences, tests, and 

teacher evaluation. 

The writing of behavioral objectives may be an arduous and time con

suming endeavor for the classroom. teacher. Popham, (31) however, be

lieves that the task of merely selecting them for use may.not be at all 

difficult. To this end he is directing the efforts of the Instructional 
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Objectives Exchange at the UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation to 

provide a bank of objectives from which a teacher may select those most 

appropriate for a particular curriculum. The Center also operates as a. 

clearing house for behavioral objectives, reducing duplicat~ efforts in 

developing them .. Drawing upon such a pool of objectives, any school 

would have the resources to modify their curriculum to meet the individ

ual needs or special group needs of each student. (19) 

Limitat.ions of Behavioral Objectives 

The strongest support for the use of behavioral objectives as a 

base around which to build curriculum comes from those educators who 

have implemeI?-ted them with a high degree of success i.n training programs 

such as government job training and vocational-technical school curricu

la. The loudest opposition seems to come from those academicians whose. 

cognate areas, abstract and h~avy in theory, are far distant from the 

skills of the workaday world. 

Cautions from the opposition, however, should not be overlooked by 

the vocational educator. They should be carefully weighed. There is 

too much that has not yet been proven about the effects of using behav

ioral objectives to permit their use with abandon. Unintended consequen

ces have arisen in the past from instructio~al practices. Behavioral 

objectives may create their own unintended consequences. Some educators 

believe that in the long run behavioral objectives may fail to incorpor

ate needed values into the student's value structure. Also, they believe 

that it is possible for behavioral,. objectives to limit the development of 

higher cognitive lear~ing. (32) 

Restating the reservations that Atkin (33) has, regarding the .use 
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of behavioral objectives, in the form of precautionary statements-pro

vides sobering guidance for all of us who would put them into use: 

1. Specified behavioral statements must not inhibit the articula

tion of the many unspecified curriculum goals. They, of themselves, have 

potentially worthy outcomes. 

2. Behavioral objectives must not be demanded so early in the cur

riculum planning proc.ess as to hamper and frustrat:e imagination and the 

development of innova.tive practices. 

3. Achieving stated behavioral objectives must not take instruc

tional priority at the expense of the. immediate possibilities of the sit

uation at hand to serve other worthwhile educational purposes. 

4. Behavioral objectives must not have as their sole purpose the 

measuring of prescribed knowledge.and skills. They must reflect as well 

our philosophy which after all determines thei:t;' educational worth in the 

first place. 

Developing Behavioral Objectives 

For behavioral objectives to contribute to the inst.ructional pro

cess they must provide more·than the myriad of curriculum goals already 

in existence. The shortcomings of,other types of objectives are essen

tially two. They do not call for specific outcomes from learning exper

iences, and they do not -lead to a means of effe.ctively appraising what 

the student has actually learned from these experiences. 

A central purpose for using behavioral objectives, then, is to 

overcome this vague an.cl non-directional nature of many goals associated 

with curriculum today~ It can be overcome for the most part by compos

ing objectives so that they reflect three criteria: the desired student 
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performance· (behavior); the environment (situation) in which the student 

will pe?;"form; and the quality of perfe.ction of. the performance. (34) 

The writing of behavioral objectives has b~en effectively systema-

tized by a number of agencies. One effective procedure which has been 

tried an,d proven is in use in.the Job·Corps Mens' Urban Centers. (35) 

In this procedure the objective is stated in the form of a short title 

followed by detailed statements of conditions; behavior, and requirements 

which indicate a successful performance. The statement concerning condi-

tions,may include wheI'e appropriate: 

a. what 
b. what 
c. what 

and 
d. what 

tools, equipment and clothing must be used; 
special job aids or manuals may be·used (or n(,)t used); 
environmental conditions may affect the performance; 

special physical demands may exist. 

The statement which gives in detail the behavior the student must demon-

strate indicates just how he is to perform the skill and the results 

(product) of that performance. A.step by step list may be appropriate 

here. The statement regarcUng the criteria or requirements for a sue-

cessful performance should include the following details where.needed: 

a. the time allo~ed to complete the.performance; 
b. the number, percentage of proportion of total test 

items that must be answered correctly to pass; 
c. the actual responses that will be considered acceptable; 
d. the person who will judge or evaluate the performance; and 
e. the distinct point in time at which the performance is con

sidered acceptably completed. 

Although there are many ways by which performance objectives can be 

classified, Harmon (36) divides them into three groups. These are related 

to the cognitive, psych01µotOJ;·, and affective domains of learning: verbal 

performance, physical performance, .and attitudinal performance. Verbal 

performance objectives include recalling a name, explaining an ordered 

set of actions, responding to statements, sQlving a specific symbolic 
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problem, a.nd solving a gene+al symbolic problem. Physical performance. 

objectives include identifying by.pointing, performi~g simple physical 

acts, performing complex physical acts with direction, performing skilled 

acts, performing skilled acts in a problem-solving situation, and evalu-

ating quality .in products. Attitudinal pei::formance objectives are stat-

ing or listing the consequences of an action, giy;i.ng evidence of remem.,. 

bering a correct social response Qver an extended period of time, and 

giving a controlled response to specific social situations. 

Task Analysis and the Curriculum 

Task Analysis Described 

Hilgard (37) stat~s succinctly a research fact and an observation of 

many vocational teachers: "It has been found enormously.difficult to 

apply laboratory derived principles of learning to .the improvement of 
' . ' . 

efficiency in· tasks with clear and relatively simple· objectives," (He 

goes.on to say it will be even more d,ifficult for complex objectives).· 

This stems from the fact that in traiµing research the limits of experi-

mentation cannot be arbitrarily fixed but are contained in the real life 

situa~ions under study. That is, the standards of performaµce on jobs 

cannot be set by the ·researcher. Th~y are alrea.dy SP.ecified.in terms of 

what a trained person is. expected to do. 

The investigator, Hilgard goes on to state, may have no freedom in 

choos:l,.ng objectives. He must derive them from the d,emands placed on.the 

learner in terms of the tasks th.e learner will have to perform• Thus, 

for training, the situa~ion .that .brings about the desired, learning con-

stitutes the research goal;. not .the kinds of results that are .yielded by 

a specific situation •. It is the conclusion of a,number of educators and 
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psychologists that it is through task analysis that improved application 

of learning principles will be made possible in vocational education. 

In order to make a vocational course "performance oriented", it is 

necessary to identify in detail the task steps required in a performance 

and then teach toward them. (38) It is basic to vocational course con

struction that the tasks involved in the job be identified accurately. 

There are many procedures 9ffered to achieve such a.task analysis. (39) 

(40). ~ertainly among the.most useful is the one published by the U.S. 

Bureau of Employment Security (41). In this pamphlet, job analysis is 

described as the identif::t,cation of the tasks which comprise the job, and 

of the skills, knowledge, abilities and responsibilities required of the 

worker for successful job performance.- A task is one of the .distinct 

major activities of a job. It is comprised of logical and necessary 

steps in the work performed by the worker. The term element (compared 

to which, the term job competency is used in this study) is the smallest 

complete step into. which it is practical to. subdivide the work activity 

of a.job. 

Certain basic practices reco!lllllended in the Bureau's Manual have been 

used in this study. One important practice prescribed is the analysis of 

jobs where they exist. Another is that each job schedule must faithfully 

report the job exactly as it exists.at the time of the analysis. Another 

important practice is the ob.servation-interview method because it invol

ves first hand observation. Additionally the level of difficulty of a 

job, the standards of acceptable performance, and the.conditions under 

which.the activity is carried on must be .e~tablished. Thus, the task 

analysis is a process for determining the significant tasks and elements 

of tasks within·worker activities, and a process for identifying the re-
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quiremeQ.ts aQ.d.sit;:uations.in jobs as disclosed by act:ual, obs~rvation and 

inte~iew. 

Using Task Analysis in.Curriculum Study 

There are two.basic approaches to identifying and organizing inst

ructional goals fo.r curriculum .. One is the .organizing of subdl!ct matter 

content 'by the subject matter expert into a structure :suitable for teach.

ing. The·other approach involves a study of behaviors possessed by per

sons who have . reached the ·sought . after goals . and conyert these behaviors.· 

into curriculum objectives. (42) In the.second of these approaches 

stands the best possibility for the successful development of occupation

al curriculum. 

Task analysis.is a means of isolating importan~ .. objectives for 

trainiri.g indiviquals for their jobs. Gagne (43), in hiE! discuss.ion con

c~rning learning structure, points· out that; in order t?. ma]!e decisions 

regarding learri:i.ng, it is 11ecessa,ry to de.termine the composition of the 

topi<;: to be learned. This J?rocedure, he states, be.gins with a statement. 

of terminal obj,ective, a performance that the student will exhibit at the 

end of training. It is then.necessary to specify succes~ively suborc;1in

ate subtopics that constitute individual learning acts. The curriculum 

builc;ler starts at the .bottom by organizing the subordinate .objectiyes 

from among th.e prerequisite cap~bilities the student .must ,possess in or

de,r to achieve the terminal qbjective,.. So it is with task analysis. It 

yie+ds a sequence of J?OSsible instructional elements.paralleling the 

breakdowa of task ele'fi!,ents •. The· lowe,r elements· are desc:;l'."ibed as enabl

ing objectives wl).ich .leaq tc.>·higher elements, the termiQ.al objective. 

Finally these le.ad to.the general co~rse, or curri.eulum 9bjeotives (44). 
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There are three-limitations to this task analysis technique. Pro"" 

vided that the results of inst:;ruction will not be seriously-impaired by_ 

these limitations, task analysis is a highly useful tool for vocational 

curriculum development. The first of the _limit;ations is t:;he vast amount 

of time that it takes to complet~i a task analysis. Second, when the pro

cedures are employed by subject matter experts, it is doubtful that their 

individual subjective judgements would result in identifiable conclusions 

for the same analysis. Thirdly, task analysis deals with generally well 

defined, identifiable psyohomotor behavior. Thus, it may well be that 

only where.job activity .involves fairly definable pscyhomotor behavior 

is task analysis an internally consistent·technique for·identifying in

structional objectives. (45) These limitations generally would not app.

ear to seriously hamper the development of sound instructional objectives 

for vocational curricula. 

Not only does task ana,lysis aid the development of _a sound vocation

al program, but it also provides its own.best evaluation mechanism. Spe

cific parts as well as major content are exposed for systematic scrutiny 

based upon student achievement. In addition the objectives developed 

represent the performance required for Sl,lCCe$sful employment. 

Gagne (46) argues that even though the _task analysis method leads 

to predesigned learning conditions; it still seryes as a mq.jor contribu

tion to instruction because of its adaptabilit;y to-many varieties of 

learners. Pretesting can determine prerequisites already reached by 

students and they can be sent on to higher. objec.tives; The teaching en'"7 

deavors_can also in truth be adapted to the individual learner. 
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Sources of Task Information 

The basic source of.task information is the actual jobs under study. 

By observation of workers performing tasks, by interview with workers in 

the .job environment, and by verification of interview results with super-

visors and other authorities, task data can be.accumulated accurately. 

A secondary source of information where.much of the costly data ac-

cumulation efforts have already been performed by_government teams is 

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. (47) In the two volumes making up 

the dictionary are detailed data in the form of job descriptions, occupa-

tional groups, and industrial and, worker characteristics. Its use can. 

ease the difficulty in compiling the initial job description and expedite 

the process of task identification and accumulation. In much the same 

way, the Occupational Outlook.Handbook (48) can be used to reveal needed 

task information. 

The Process of Task Analysis· 

Task analysis is essential to the proper selection of teaching con-

tent in vocational courses. Drawbaugh (49) suggests several steps to 

follow to obtain.a valid list of tasks required, of workers in jobs and 

toward which trainee.s effort!? should be directed. Th~se a,re: 

1, Become acquainted with the D.O.T. and other job 
analysis publications. 

2. Tour business.es, learn operations, determine job 
relationships. 

3. Observe workers and inventory tasks through a 
complete cycle of work. 

4. Verify completed analysis with supervisors and 
others. 

5. Repeat·this process at several businesses. 
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Henrich and Goldsmith (50) in their research used three important 

steps in task analysis. The first was to develop a task inventory by a 

search of literature containing job descriptions, exisiting task inven-

tories, and policy manuals. The next step was to actually survey in the 

field and, thus, ascertain that the workers were performing the tasks as 

presupposed in the basic inventory. The third step was to determine the 

skills and knowledge necessary to perform the tasks, by reducing the 

tasks down to key skills and knowledge elements. This last step was per-

formed subjectively by subject matter analysts. 

Mager (51) groups task analysis effort into two steps. Those des-

cribed by Drawbaugh he groups together as one and calls them the task 

listing step. He suggests that in this step each task b~ weighted by 

frequency of performance, by importance t.o the job activity, and by the 

learning difficulty it presents. From this information the critical na-

ture of each task is identified. The second.step corresponds to Henrich 

and Goldsmith's third step. Here in terms of what the person does in 

performing a task, are listed the skills making up the task. To make it 

possible to.select out the more difficult elements of tasks to be.learn-

ed, the type,of performance (cognitive or psychomotor level) and learn-

ing difficulty are identified, 

Instructional Methods and Behavioral Objectives 

It i.s imperative that vocational educators accept the 
responsibility of unifying the bits and pieces of in
formation (as disciplines are organized in response to 
research results) into a whole which is related gener
ally to life and specifically to a particular arena of 
work. Vocational education cannot affort the luxury 
of offering programs based on bits and pieces of infor
mation unique to a traditional discipline because the 
occupational world is not structured on this basis. (52) 
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The goal,of preparing students for their occupational life makes it 

necessary to be concerned w:f,.th providing students with "tailor-made" 

training that meets their own specific needs. Such training can hardly 

be limited to any single discipline and ce:r,-tainly cannot be patterned 

after the formal structure of the discipline. Valid pr~grams of occupa

tional education have to be based on the positions of employment that 

graduates will have available to them. Their performance capability in·· 

the final analysis is measured by employers, It is not a graduate's ex

tensive knowledge of fac.ts in a discipline that counts with employers, 

but it is his ability to perform required operations with an acceptable 

proficiency. The levels of such proficiency may vary for job entry from 

a competent performance without.supervision down to simply an acqeptable 

performance with .constant direction. Thus, suc.cess in vocational educa- • 

tion is the acquisition of competence at the needed levels of performance 

required by the job and expressed in specific performance (behavioral) 

outcomes for the course of training. (53) 

Behavioral objectives can be used to guide training programs toward 

this goal by two instructional methods. One is individualized instruc

tion. The other is job cluster training. Individual instruction permits 

the student considerable flexibility inthe pursuit of his goals. Add

itionally, when coupled to desired behavioral outcomes, it provides con ... 

crete objectives so that the student and teacher both know when he has 

reached the required performance. It is not necessary to make .any form 

of comparative evaluation with the achievement of others. (54) 

Instruction based on behavioral objectives, also, permits the train

ing of commqn competencies to groups of students regardless of the spe

cific job for which they individually would be preparing, In many cases 
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the similarity between jobs discovered when identifying behaviors to be 

acquired show that clusters of jobs can be readily prepared for in a sin

gle curriculum. (55) This cluster approach to occupational training 

eliminates single job skills training, giving the individual a wider 

(horizontal) mobility. 

A program which utilizes these concepts is suggested by Dillon (56) 

to train workers for licensed ornamental·hprticulture businesses. Basic 

courses containing items of knowledge and skills (competencies) needed by 

two or more job titles would be included in a cc:>re curriculum. These 

would be supplemented by specialized courses containing items unique to 

the needs of workers in a single job title. Many programs in ornamental 

horticulture contain a high proportion of·· individualized and occupational 

experience tra~ning. Clark (57) recommends that as much time as possible 

should be spent in doing each job. He states that all programs at the· 

Essex Agricultural and Technical Institute include five months of super

vised work experience each year.to further develop needed skills and ab

ilities. 

Ornamental Horticulture Technology 

Ornamental Horticulture Job Opportunities 

Studies over a period of several years have revealed that the .orna

mental horticulture industry has an expanding significance in the economy 

which indicates increased job opportunities now and in the future. Dil

lon (58) found a 25 percent increase in licensed retail nursery dealers 

in Illinois in 1969 over the preceeding five years. Stevenson (59) pre

dicted that.the number of persons employed in ornamental horticulture in 

Oklahoma needing agricultural competencies would increase 46. percent by 
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1969 over those employed in 1964. Bass (60) singled out ornamental horti-

culture in 1969 as one of.the fastest growing phases of the agriculture 

industry in Virginia~ The expanding occupational opportunities in orna-

mental horticulture appear to be a nationwide phenomenon. 

In Oklahoma a steady progression toward urbanization has been accom-

panied by an increased demand for landscape services and nursery products 

for residences, industrial sites, and parks and recreation .centers. Many 

jobs in these expanding businesses·require further training after high 

school. In 112 interviews by Stevenson with ornamental .horticulture bus-

inesses, approximately 75 percent indicated that post high school or col,_ 

lege training was needed for managers. In fifty inte.rviews concerning 

education needs for nursery and greenhouse growers, it was indicated by 

over 50 percent that post high school or college training was needed for 

such jobs. (61) 

Ornamental Horticulture Technology Programs 

Ornamental horticulture is described by many authors as an off-farm 

agricultural industry. Stevens (62) identifies a number of types of 

businesses performin~ ornamental horticulture functions: greenhouse pro-

duction and sales, nursery production and sales, garden center sales and 

services, landscaping, groundskeeping, greenskeeping, and aboriculture. 

Hendrin (63) described the major units for instruction in ornamental 

horticultµre to be nursery practice, floriculture and landscape gardening, 

The content of these areas of instruction he says should be: 

Nursery Ptactice: plant propagation, growing and pro
pagating strucl;:ures, transplanting, grass production, 
controlling insects and 'diseases; and the safe use of 
chemicals. 
Floriculture: greenhouse management, greenhouse struc
tures, marketing, floral design, and floriculture crops~ 



Landscape Gardeni~g: landscape principles, develop~ 
ing areas, plant materials, drawing plans, planting 
and maintaining. 
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Members.of the Maryland Nurseryman's Association have recommended 

that trainees in ornamental horticulture programs be given training in.a 

number of comprehensive and general competen.cies, ·(64} Their recommenda~ 

tions were: . 

Comp+ehensive Training in Competencies: 

Identif icatipn ot plants 
Identificati9n of plant diseases and insects 
Propagation of plants 
Selection of soils 
Lawn care and maintenance 
Planting and pruning 
Forcing plants to.bloom 

General Training in Competencies: 

Controlling weed in horticulture crops 
Digging, pruning, and transplanting ornamentals 
Growing house plants in the greenhouse · 
Caring for cut , flowers:, arrangi11g flow.ers 
Growing bulbs and c~rms 
Growing annuals and perennials 
Soil sterilization · 
Compost.and manu+es 
Mixing soluble fertilizers 
Potting soil mixtures 
Watering plants in the greenhouse and nursery 
Horticulture mechanics . 
Basic landscaping 
Business techniques . 
Operation and maintenance of engines and machinery 
Interest in one's work• 

Abilities Needed by Ornamental Horticulture Workers. 

Much research has· been done· to identify competencies _that. are impor-

tant to successful performance ~n ornamental.horticult;ure work. Sources 

of such information have been vocational agriculture.teachers, agricul-

tural e4ucation specialist;s, b.usiness ma-qagers and workers. One study 

completed by Bass (65) through interviews .with a number of specialist;s 
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in educaticm and business involved in ornamental horticulture revealed 

the following list of 38 competencies as essential .for teachers of high 

school ornamental horticulture courses: 

1. Identifying the kinds of ornamental plants 
2. Taking soil samples 
3. Reading and interpreting soil test results 
4. Selecting soil for specific plant!'i: effects of soil 

structure and texture on plants 
5. Planning the use of lime to correct soil acidity 
6. Planning the use of phosphorus and potassium for specific 

plants 
7. Planning the use of nitrogen for specific plants 
8 .. Planning the use of compost and manure 
9. Planning the use.of mulches 

10. Planning the use of trace elements 
11, Explaining the function of soil bacteria 
12. Explaining how plant nutrients become available in the 

soil 
13. Making fertilizer recommendations for specific plants 
14. Planning soil fertility buildup programs 
15. Applying fertilizer, including lime and nitrogen materials 
16. Identifying nutrient defic;iencies in plants 
17. ~lanning soil fertility programs to maintain organic 

matter .. 
18, Planting seeds 
19. Planting seedlings, bulbs, corms, sod; etc.: determin..,. 

ing correct time to plant and/or transplant specific 
plants. 

20. Cultivating plants: working the soil 
21. Identifying weed seeds and plants 
22. Planning weed control programs using and handling 

agricultural chemicals 
23. Identifying name and function of specific agricultural 

chemicals 
24. Determining proper use of pre-emergence agricultural 

chemicals 
25. Determining proper use of post-emergence agricultural 

chemicals 
26, Determining most effective .use of new agricultural 

chemicals 
27. Determining use of granular vs liquid agricultural 

chemicals 
28. Identifying toxic effects of specific chemicals on 

specific plants 
29. Selecting proper weedicides 
30. Mixing agricultural chemicals for specific jobs 
31. Identifying and controlling ins~cts affecting ornamental 

plants 
32. Identifying and controlling diseases, viruses, etc., 

that; affect ornamental plants• 
33; Maintaining sanitary cond.itions 



34. Buying needed seed, .plants, supplie~, materials, etc •. 
35. ~ortieult:ural '.mechanic~; maintai11ins.~ ac;J.Jl.lsting, and 

caring for mecha,n.ic•l equipment · 
3~ •. Horticultural me.chaQ.ics :. mai~taining application ~quipment 
37.· ~i;ticult,urai me.chaqics: operating tr~ct.oJ;" .. or. Pc;>Wer. 

qriyen equipment._· · · · 
38. Ho.rticultural mech~ic111: operatiD:g han.d p~ered equipment 

,, ' .. ' 

In summary, this litera~ure review has-concerned itself .with perti

nen·t aspects of behaviorally-oriented cu~ric1llum and orm~mental horticul-

ture training as they relate to this s.tudy. . As was noted.,, there is 

considerable nee,d fo.r change in the traditionally organized school 

curriculum. The b~sic direction of such change should be toward the· 

individual needs 9£ the student, to .equip him to achi.eve socia,l and, eco-:" 

nomic'success in a real and demanding world. One way.to obtain.this 

desired· curriculum change would be by improving cuJ;"ricultlm obj ectiyes •. 

For ornamental horticulture, behavioral objectives directly relat.ecJ. .to· 

the occupational future of the student ma.y·very well provide just such

impJ;"oved_ curriculum objectives. Studying the formulation .of ·behavio:ral 

objectives· basically should. be the next signifi_cant step in ornamental 

horticulture curriculum re.search. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Task Identification 

A first step in task analysis is to describe .the characteristics of 

a job or jobs under study. Generally this involves identifying the 

tasks performed in completing the work of which the job consists. In 

this study a search of the.Dictionary of Occupational Titles was made. 

The search examined job descriptions for a.l-1 job tit],es speci:J:ically as-

sociated with the selected horticultural occupations studied as welt as 

related job titles. Other references such as the Occupational Outlook 

Handbook were reviewed and discussions were held with resource persons. 

From these sources of information a comprehensive list of tasks was 

compiled which could be expected to be found among the jobs in t;he oc<;u-

pations with which this study is concerned. Many of the tasks were in-

£erred. Some were simply restated from the job descriptions. Key des-

criptions from which tasks were developed included those for the j9b 

titles of: 

Nurseryman 
Nursery Worker 
Laborer, Nursery 
Landscape Gardener 
Laborer, Landscape 
Groundskeeper 
Tree Surgeon 
Tree Surgeon, Helper 
Tree Girdler 
Tree Pruner 
Tree Planter 

'l/, 



Bagger and Burlap Man 
Sprayer 
Sprayer, Hand 
Lawn...,.mower Repairman 
Farm-equipment Operator 
Sales person, Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies 
Salesman, Farm and Garden Equipment and Supplies 
Irrigator, Sprinkling System 
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Closely associated with these were other job titles covering work of a 

similar nature or referred to in the key job description. These related 

descriptions were also used to identify tasks. 

Park Foreman 
Park Worker 
Manager, Farm 
Farm Foreman 
Farm Hand, Fruit 
Farm Hand, Vegetables 
Horticultural Products Specialist 
Packer, Agricultural Produce 
Manager, Store 
Manager, Service Establishment 
Spray Foreman 
Irrigato-r, Head 
Foreman 
Salesman 
Sales Person 
Sales Clerk 

Another group of job titles we.re used as references for clarifying t):l~ 

tasks inferred from the key and related descriptions; Generally J;hese 

jobs were beyond the limits of skill levels established for this s~udy 

or were more remote from the specific jobs to be studied: 

Horticulturist 
Ornamental Horticulturist 
Landscape Architect 
Otchardi$t 
Tree Remover 
Tree Climber 
Sales Person, Flowers 
Farm Equipment Mechanic 
Packing-House Foreman 
Laborer, irrigation 
Irrigator 
Fumigator, Orchard 
Spraygun Repairman 
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Upon completiotl- of this examination of liter:ature, interviews wi.th 

skilled workers at six firma were scheduled and completec;l. The ·six firms 

consisted of.two.wholesale nurseries, two reta,il nurseries, an,d two gar-

den centers. The retail nur$eries and garden·. centera each performed . . '- ' ' 

landscaping services~ . The six firms were sele.cted from dispersed•· l~ca-

tions to permit a wide diversity of viewpoints; if such.is affl!cted by 

regional differences. With conside!ation given to type.of firm, they were 

selected ;from Durant, Lawton, Muskogee, Oklahoma.City, Shawnee, and Tah-

lequah. 

In all, sixteen.workers s~illed in landscaping, growing, saleliiman-

ship, and the supervising of these activities were intex:vieY!ed, Their 

work· areas and activities were .observed as they e:dsted oµ the job durit'!-g 

the·day of the·interview. A task identification list, containing sixty

eeven t;asks; which had been developed from the study of job des·criptions 

was·used as·the basic.reference to expedite the interview and stan4ardize 

task statements where appropriate, (See Appendix A) 

The tasks, as identified for each job, were listed on a separate 

task list for each job. The task list form used is illustrated in Fig~ 

ure 3. The original planincluded an evaluation of the difficulty of 

eac:rh task to be provic;led by the worker. However, it was soon.found that 

the difficulty of·tasks varied so greatly.with .the situation in which it 

was.performed that workers.could not give a reliable difficulty evalua-

tion for most tasks. Thus, this difficulty evaluation .was abandoned. 

~ As each task .list was completed and agreed upon by the worker ~n 

the job, it was reviewed with the manager of the firm, or with .the work..-

erls imm,ediate.supervisor. This provided additional perspective .and ac ..... 

curacy in the identification and stating of task$. 
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When all task lists were completed, .the tasks were catalogued and 

statements standardized. Each separate task.was associated. with a task 

grGlup. It ·was found, that all tasks could be included within se.ven task. 

groups: plant production, landscape maintenance, management, sales, 

equipment operation, and equipment mainte;nance. After grouping the tasks, 

they were assigned a task number associated with th~ task group. The · 

appropriate number was then entered on the task list forms wherever that 

task appeared. 

TASK LIST 

Job Title; 
-------------~---

Occupational Area: 
-----~ 

Task Diff. Task 
No. Task Description Index Anal. 

Figure 3. Task List Form 
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Deriving Competencies 

Each task was carefµlly analyzed for major skill and knowledge ele

ments described as competencies. Generally it was found that tasks were 

composed of three to six of these competencies. Care was taken not to 

just fragment the task but'instead find substantial meaningful elements 

consisting of a skilled effort or using an important principle or concept. 

Competencies were separated from their task of origin, assembled by 

task group and catalogued, Duplicate competencies were elimi.nated and 

minor descriptive differences were resolved by rewording or by grouping 

into a more inclusive .competency statement. Competencies as final~y. ex

pressed and grouped were each given a separate code number for control .•. 

For the most part deriving e<;:>mpetencies consisted of a subjective 

analysis of the tasks involved. Doubts were resolved by referring to re

source people, educators, and nurserymen having expertise in the area in 

question. The competency statements were written concisely yet as clear

ly as possible to assure readability and ease of evaluation by those who 

were to respond to the questionnaire into which .the competencies were 

assembled. 

Questionnaire Preparation 

The questionnaire was composed of the distilled list of ninety-eight 

competencies asserebl.~d by t~sk group and each given a rating scale for 

use by the respondent. (See Appendix B). The rating scale of 4,3,2,1,0 

was employed as a means of giving a value to the importance of a partic~ 

u!ar competency to the business operated by the respondent. As will be 

noted on the .instruction sheet accompanying the questionnaire .(See.Ap

pendix A), a value of 4 indicated a highly important competency to the 
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business, and a zero indicated one,of no significance; with the numbers 

in between reflecting significance betweem the~e two extremes. 

It should also be noted.that the respondents were permitted complete 

anonymity. It was asked though that they identify their type of business. 

This was to obtain.needed information to correlate responses with types 

of businesses if the information would prove of value to the study later. 

Additional competency statements were requested if they were included in 

tqe work of the respondent's business. 

The questionnaires were given a trial test on students and two busi"'." 

nesses before being mailed out for the survey. No difficulty was experi

enced except for the oversight of one trial respondent who failed to en

ter a rating for one of the competencies. To assure as large a percen

tage of returns as possible, two follow up notices were sent out, one, 

three weeks after the original mailing and the other after six weeks. 

Survey Procedure 

The credibility of thisstu<ly hinges much upon the businessmen in 

the selected horticultural occupations chosen to assist in evaluating 

the competencies. The most.reliable source of information about·nursery 

prodU<;!tion, landscaping, and sales of nursery a!1-d garden supplies and 

equipment was considered to be the licensed nurseryman. Turning to the 

latest available Directory of Licensed Oklahoma Nurserymen, 146 regis"'." 

traij.ts were selected based on their functions in production, landscaping 

or .sales as related to·this study. Those not·identified within these 

functions such as fruit and nut stock producers, ber;ry stock.producers, 

and greenhouse stock.and house plant producers were not selected. The 

identification of the functions of firms and the selection of firms was 
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source persons having knowledge·. of these firms. 
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Because of the large size of the population, it was determi.ned that 

a manageable sample shc;>uld be taken to assure completiori. of the study 

within the time frame available. A large sample of sixty was agreed upon 

by the advisory committe~ as adequate to provide.valid results for the 

competency importance measure. 

To obtain a representative sample, the characteristics of the popu

lation was described in terms of functions performed: retail nursery, 

wholesale nursery, landscaping, and garden center sales. Also, the geo

graphic distribution of the functions and the firms they represent were 

identified. The geographic distribution .was arrived at by dividing the 

state into quadrants. The upper and lower halves were divided by a line 

following Interstate Highway 40 from Fort Smith to the Oklahoma City 

limits, then north the. the north city limits of Edmond; then westward by 

a line parallel to Interstate Highway 40 to the Oklahoma-Texas border. 

The east-west halves were divided by a line that fell roughly halfway 

between Interstate Highway 35 aµd Highway 177 from the Oklahoma-Kansas 

border south to the east city limits of Oklahoma City; then on south, 

east of Ardmore to the Oklahoma~Texas border. 

The number of firms and the functions they represented in the total 

population by ~uadrant are shown in Table I, The total 146 firms repre

sented 239 functions. Two quadrants, I (Northeast) and III (Southwest), 

included the vast majority of firms and functions. 

Applying the percentage of firms and the percentage of functions in 

each quadrant to the chosen sample size, the number of firms and their 

related functions for the sample were computed. This stratified sample, 
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TABLE I 

POPULATION DESCRIPTION 

Functions and Percent* 
Firms % Functions RN LS GC WN 

Quadrant Total Total Total Total % Total % Total. % Total % 

I (NE) 61 43 94 50 53 32 34 9 10 3 3 

II (SE) 11 7 22 11 50 7 28 2 11 2 11 

III (SW) 55 37 89 46 52 34 38 8 9 1 1 

IV (NW) 19 13 36 18 50 17 48 1 2 0 0 

TOTAL 146 100 239 125 51 90 38 20 8 6 2 
*RN - Retail Nursery; LS - Landscaping; GC - Garden Center; WN-Wholesale. 

TABLE II 

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

Functions and Percent* 
Firms % Functions RN LS GC WN 

Quadrant Total Total Total Total % Total % Total % Total % 

I (NE) 26 43 40 21 53 13 34 4 10 2 3 

II (SE) 4 7 8 4 50 2 28 1 11 1 11 

III (SW) 22 37 37 19 52 14 38 3 9 1 1 

IV (NW). 8 13 13 7 50 6 48 0 2 0 0 

TOTAL 60 100 98 51 51 35 38 8 9 4 2 
*RN - Retail Nursery; LS - Landscape; GC - Garden Center; WN-Wholesale. 
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thus, was composed of the. sa~e characteristics as the total population 

for the purposes of this study. It has served the same purpose as would 

have a survey of the total population. (See Table II). 

In the selection of individual firms to survey within each quadrant, 

a dispersion which accounted for both geographic distribution of firms 

as weil as functions was attempted •. Thus, firms were selected from Okla

homa City and Tulsa in considerably larger numbers than from other cit

ies and rural communities. But, in all quadrants firms were selected so 

as to give as much geographic dispersion as possible. 

Data tabulation and Analysis 

Each respondent identified an importance value for each competency 

as it related. to his firm. These values from the returned question

naires were accumulated on tally sheets by competency. Then an arith

metic mean was computed for each competency.by totaling all values given 

and dividing by the number of responses received. This mean value became 

the importance value for that competency, while .one of a standard devia

tion below the mean was considered to indicate little or no importance. 

(See Table V) 

To determine the degree of industry concurrance with the mean value, 

a standard deviation was computed for each competency. A small standard 

deviation gave a measure of considerable concurrance. A wide standard 

deviation showed little agreement. Both a high mean and a narrow stan

dard deviation were thought to show a significant cluster value for the 

competency and indicated a univel;'sal need for that skill or knowledge in 

the selected occupations. 

In order to more clearly identify those competencies which the in"'.' 
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dustry in Oklahoma conside.rs . as having some significant importance for 

their workers to know, a further statistical mea,sure was.applied. By. 

averaging the means of all competencies (competency mean totals divided 

by total number of competencies) a grand mean was computeq. · The stan

dard deviation of the grand mean, computed from the deviation of indivi

dual means from the grand me.an, provided a cut-off point in . the lower 

values below which competencies were consider.ad as suspect. To determine 

if these competencies with lower arithmetic means were:outside of the 

competencies actu~lly demanded of workers in the selected jobs; an eval

uation of this individual standard deviation was made. A narrow indivi

dual standard deviation in this group showed general industry concurrence 

and gave reason for eliminating it .from. the study. M;:though tbJ.'.~·i::ts bttt 

a simple.statistical measure, it had real utility b:y assuring that no 

competency was,eliminated·that could reasonably be expected to be useful 

to a job entrant. 

The behavioral objectives as.written were based upon.the inferred 

performance and knowledge ·reqtlired of a skilled .worker when demonstrating 

a validated competency. Thus'· obj actives . are supported by the competen

cies and in the main are terminal objectives, ta be.achieved by the stu

dent usually after con!;l!derable learning and practice. 

Each objective has a five part format. The first part is a brief 

statement.of title identifying the objective. The second part is the 

statement of the competency towatd which the behavioral objective is 

aimed. The .. third part is a conc;J.se but complete statement of the expect..,. 

ed student behavior or product, where appropriate, including a step by. 

step performance sequence. The fourth part is a statement of condi.tions 

under which a student would be expected to achieve the desired perform-
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ance. Such conditions consist of locations, tools, materials, references, 

safety devices, and special aids or restrictions bearing on the student's 

performance,· The last part is a statement of requirements which must be 

met to achieve a satisfactory performance. These requirements include 

the degree of accuracy demanded,. performance time limitations, and who 

will evaluate if other than the instructor. Conditions and requirements 

were often written in general terms to permit greater flexibility in ap

plication to specific training situations. 

In summary the research methodology prescribed in this study in

cludes a process which can best be described as the development of a stu

dent to employee interface illustrated in Figure 4. Task lists were 

prepared from such sources as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. 

These tasks were then validated by the observation-interview method 

applied to a variety of jobs. Job competencies were derived by breaking 

down.validated tasks (analysis) and by obtaining a concurrance from busi

nesses in the industry. These job competencies stated in terms of de

sired employee behavior formed the basic source of data from which be

havioral objectives, that described desired student behavior, were syn

thesized. This process developed an interface between the school experi

ence and the world of work, equating the developing student behavior to 

future behavior as an employee. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Summary of Data 

As a result of the job interviews and the task analysis, several 

changes were made in the original task identification list (See Appendix 

A). These changes were: 

1. The task, "lays and adjusts irrigation pipe and attaches sprink

ler heads," was transferred from the plant production category.to equip

ment preparation. 

2. Added to the equipment maintenance category was the task, ''per

forms maintenance on lath hC?uses, sheds and other buildings." 

3. The task; "supervises workers in the performance of their dut

ies," was added to the management category. 

4. "Conducts inventories, prepares merchandise orders ahd restocks 

shelves" was transferred from record keeping to management. 

5. That portion of the task which states, "keeps customer service 

records," was transferred from sales to record keeping. 

6. The task, "arranges for transportation, directs loading and pre-I 

pares documentation," was addec:l. to sales. 

These changes incorporated into the original task identification list for

med the final task listing from which the job competencies were developed. 

Of the 60 firms to whqm questionnaires were mailed, responses were 

received from 35, or a 58 .. 3 perce.nt return. Five of these responses 
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were not useable, and an occasional incomplete entry occurred on a few 

questionnaires. This resulted in useable returns for items on the ques

tionnaire varying from 27 to 30. The final composition of the sample is 

not known precisely sin.ce most firms preferred to remain anonymous. 

However, there are indications that it was quite representative. All 

respondents identified their functions, showing that returns were recei

ved from each of the four categories: wholesale nurseries, retail nur

series, garden centers, and. landscaping firms. 

It would be expected that an infinite number of firms responding to 

a large number of competencies covering the area under study would result 

in data that would form a normal curve. The data from the sample is 

skewed slightly toward the high values with a close proximity between 

the mean and the .inedian. The standard deviation include.s 42. percent of 

the items above the mean and 25 percent below. This gives some evidence 

that the sample may he representative of the total population. 

Most of the competencies derived from the task analysis were vali

dated in the survey of businesses. As is described in detail under the 

section of competency evaluation in this chapter, those competencies 

with a mean within one standard deviation below a grand mean were consid

ered validated. Only those below one standard deviation and having a 

narrow competency standard deviation (which showed a considerable agree

ment by the firms survey~d) were eliminated; Those with a wi.de standard 

deviation, even though they were below one standard deviation, were in

cluded because of lack of sufficient evidence to justify eliminating 

them. All competencies evaluated in the survey are listed by competency 

code sequence in Table III. The competency codes will be useful in re

ferring to other tables throughout this chapter. 



Competency 
Coc;l.e 

PP-1 

PP-2 

PP-3 

PP-4 

PP-5 

PP-6 

pp.,.7 

PP-8 

PP-9· 

PP-10 

PP-11 

PP-12 

PP-13 

PP-14 

PP-15 

PP-16 

PP-17 

PP-18 

PP-19 
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TABLE III 

VALIDATED COMPETENCIES 

(Listed in,Competency.Code Sequence) 

Competency Statement 

PLANT PRODUCTION 
Operates propagation or production uo.it; i.e., lath house, 
greenhouse, t:o control environment. 
Prepares stock plants; plant material and seed for pro1,>aga
tion, storage or 6ther treatment •. 
Propagates by cuttings, layerage, and graftage in.large 
quantities. · . 
Prepares soil mixes for stockpiles and planting beds using 
synthetic additives, fertilizers and. organic materials. 
Prepares.soil for planting by sterilizing or fumigating, 
and adding a.correct amount of moisture. 
Plants in nursery row, garden beds, or containers, distd.
buti,ng roots and setting at corre)ct depth and distances. 
Evaluates watering needs,and irrigates by hand or through 
iJ;-rigating system. · 
Evaluates .fertilizer needs by stage,of growth, symptoms, 
or testing and applies fertilizer by various. methods, 
Inspects plants, identifies symptoms, determines causes, 
and decides on corrective measures'· . 
Prepares pl.ant specimens and collects samples of soil and. 
water; tests and makes trial treatments, or sends to a 
testing agency; 
Performs common cultural practices, such as cultivating, 
weeding, mulchi,ng ;;ind cleaning up . debr~s .• 
Applies chemicals.by spray or dust to control diseases, 
pests, and weeds. 
Mixes insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, fertiliz.ers 
and other chemicals in correct proportions and strengths 
for specific treatments and plants. 
Safely disI?oses of spray chemicals 'and residues preventing 
contamination. 
Identifies plants by cultivar, grade and quality; separates 
large quantities rapidly. · 
Assembles plant material and· packs individually, in bunches, 
in containers and in palletized loads for shipment. 
Carries or conveys large numbers of transplants, hand,ling 
without damage, and spaces correctly in beds or on s~orage 
dunnage. . ' · 
Organizes materials and equipment in work areas for effi
cient transplanting, propagating and other operations. 
Prepares plants for transport:. tags and ties tops, burlaps 
and twines root ball, and/or places .in hags, boxes, or 
other containers. 



Competency 
.Code 

PP-20 

PP-21 

LS-1 

LS-2 

LS-3 

LS-4 

LS-5 

LS-6 

LS-7 · 

LS-8 

LS:-9 

LS-10 

LS-11 

LS-12 

LS-13 

LS-14 

SA-1 

SA-2, 

SA-3 

SA-4 

SA-5 
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Competency Statement 

Digs plants either bare-root or with soil ball; removing 
adequate root system and burlapping for protection. · 
Prunes. tops of plants when transplanting if. root/top bal
ance requires. 

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE 
Improves surface anc;l subsoil drainage; installs tile, dit-
ches and culverts. · 
Removes top soil, improves land c()ntour, drainage, and ap
pearance; replaces·top soil uniformly; 
Constructs and repairs walks, patios, borders, fences, etc. 
from materials such as wood, concrete, brick and stone. 
Climbs trees to prune and repa~r at high elevations; uses 
ropes, slings ·and. ladders. 
Repairs damaged and diseased trees and shrubs by cutting 
out, painting, injecting prese~vatives and fillers, and 
bracing. 
Removes branches and fells trees; removes stumps and main 
roots; may treat with herbicides. to kill. 
Performs seasonal lands.cape maintenance; determines tools, 
supply and labor needs for each job. 
Plants trees and other plants, using sound horticultural 
practices. 
Prepares soil for beds and gardens.adding fei;tilizer, or
ganic matter, and other additives as needed~ 
Prepares soil mix.arid ~eedbed f~r lawn area; seeds, sods, 
plugs, 'or sprigs. 
Covers planted lawn with mulch and protective materials 
until established. 
Makes braces·and supports for trees and shrubs using guy 
wires, poles, and stakes. · · 
Checks so.il in lawns and gardens.for water requirements; 
waters uniformly by irrigating systems or by hand. 
Prunes and trims trees and shrubs to improve growth or to 
achieve natural or artistic effects. · 

SALES 
Offers .customers products and services; discusses problems 
and aids customers using horticultural knowledge. 
Discusses horticultural methods with customers and re~om
mends procedl,lres; may.give .or sell books, bulletins or 
leaflets. 
Gives customers instruction and demonstrations on use and 
maintenance of lawn.and garden equipment. 
Prepares written instructions·or provides leaflets to cus
tomers.on planting and care of plants and supplies pur
chased. 
Answers customers .. inquiries; arranges. for appointments. 



Competency 
Code 

SA-6 

SA-7 

SA-8 

SA-9 

SA-10 

SA-11 

SA-12 

SA-13 

SA-14 

MA-1 

MA-2 

MA-4 

MA-5 

MA-6 

MA-7 

MA-8 

MA-9 

MA-10 

MA-11 

MA-12 

MA-13 
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TABLE ·III (Continued) 

Competency Statement 

Displays plants, garden supplies and equipment to encourage 
sales. 
Assists customers.· in .making landscaping decisions; advises 
on plants for desired use. 
Prepares landscape planting and construction cost estimates 
for customers, 
Draws landscape.planting and construction plans to detail 
specification. 
Sketches artistic illustrations interpreting mature land
scape appearances, 
Writes up landscape contract specifications to include 
planting and construction materials, labor and services. 
Writes up sales slips and sales contracts, recording sales 
transactions. 
Receives and records cash and check receipts through the 
cash register or cash drawer. 
Handles credit tr.ansactions according to polieies of the 
firm. 

MANAGEMENT 
Solves problems, selecting alternatives based on efficiency 
and economy and drawing on past training and experience. 
Evaluates capability and capacity to produce; introduces 
mechanization and other labor saving methods. 
Establishes procedures and steps to implement approved 
plans. 
Establishes priorities to carry out operations and produce 
output as needed to meet established schedules. 
Establishes work schedules to make efficient.use of labor 
and facilities. 
Analyzes actual costs from operations and budgets for fut
ure costs; 
Computes labor needs for various operations and prepares 
estimates .of man-hour requirements. 
Computes consumption data for materials from inventory re
cords; computes future requirements and orders with suffi
cient lead times. 
Studies cultural practices for improved effici~ncy; tests 
and implements new methods. 
Studies processing and handling methods for efficient se
quencing and reduced costs. 
Directs the unloading, inspecting and counting of receipts; 
verifies documentation; stores properly. 
Moves supplies from bulk storerooms and restocks shelves 
in sales store or in processing areas. 
Estimates transportation requirements; contracts with ship
ping firms; plans consolidated shipments. 



Competency 
Code 

MA-14 

MA-15 
MA-16 

MA-17 

RK-1 

RK-2 

RK-3 

RK-4 

RK-5 

RK-6 

RK-7 

RK-8. 

EQ-1 

EQ-2 
EQ-3 

EQ-4. 

EQ-5 

EQ-6 

EQ-7 

EQ-8 

EQ-9 

EQ-10 

EQ-11 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

Competency Statement 

Interviews and helps make hiring decisions; evaluates work
ers performance and recommends personnel actions. 
Instructs employees in their work and clarifies procedures. 
Assigns duties; leads work crews; coordinates work to 
achieve company goals. 
Hears worker problems and assists to enhance morale and 
efficiency. 

RECORD KEEPING 
Accumulates production, sales, and. operating expense data 
by department; reports or has recorded. 
Accumulates time and performance data for workers to assure 
accurate payroll records. 
Keeps records of results of inventory of plant material and 
merchandise. 
Records and files contracts and work orders, cumulatively, 
for customers, including guarantees and service. 
Maintains cumulative crop records; uses in planning and 
preparing future production. 
Keeps records of plant symptoms, causes, and corrective 
measures. 
Maintains data on application and use of fertilizer, insec
ticides, and other che~icals. 
Prepares bills of lading and packing lists for use in as
sembling, loading, and shipping. 

EQUIPMENT OPERATION 
Operates tracto.rs and attachments skillfully in performing 
such tasks as tilling, planting, cultivating, and digging. 
Operates heavy equipment for grading, ditching, and digging. 
Operates forklifts, hand trucks, and conveyors to handle 
and stack supplies. 
Checks condition of equipment before operation, secures at~ 
tachments to power unit, fuels, and lubricates. 
Performs in-operation checks on equipment to assure proper 
opetation. 
Shuts down equipment after use, performing cleaning and 
adjustment tasks, and stows correctly. 
Exercises proper safety precautions when using hand tools, 
garden tools, carpentry tools, and masonry tools. 
When operating tools and equipment, uses appropriate pro
tective clothing, masks, gloves, goggles, etc. 
Obs.erv~s correct safety. rules when operating tractors, at
tachments, and other power equipment. 
Selects and uses correctly the appropriate hand, garden, 
carpentry, or masonry tools for the job to be performed. 
Operates power mowers, edgers, trimmers, and attachments 
skillfully. 



Competency 
Code 

EQ-12 

EQ-13 

EQ-14 

EQ-15 

EQ-16 

EM-1 

EM-2 

EM-3 

EM-4 

EM-5 

EM-6 

EM-7 

EM-8 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

Competency Statement 
Uses hand and powered pruning and trimming tools skillfully 
as well as climbing hooks, belts, slings, and ropes. 
Uses pipe fitting and plumbing tools to thread, connect, 
adjust, dismantle, and join. 
Carries irrigation pipe, lays in pattern, and connects with 
valves and sprinkler heads. 
Controls water flow through irrigation system, adjusting 
valves, changing pressure, assuring uniform water distribu
tion. 
Inspects sprayer, fills. tank, starts agitator, checks fil
ter, assures proper operation. 

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
Services lawn and garden power equipment, fueling, lubrica
ting, adjusting, replacing warranty units and parts. 
Sha~pens and adjusts cutting blades on lawn and garden 
equipment. 
Performs minor repair on tractors and similar heavy equip
ment, replacing parts such as points and plugs, and clean-· 
ing and adjusting. 
Cleans sprayer after use; i.e., tank, hose, tubes, nozzle, 
filter, etc. 
Constructs braces, guy wires, poles and dead man anchors 
to support lath houses and cloth houses. 
Repairs structures by replacing damaged tiniber, siding, and 
roofing; constructs footings; replaces,screens and glass. 
Cleans clogged sprinkler heads and lines, repacks water 
valves, and repairs coupling devices on irrigating systems. 
Lubricates, adjusts, and sharpens hand tools and garden 
and pruning tools. 

As a first step in writing the behavioral objectives, each compe-

tency validated by the survey was closely examined to determine the kinds 

of behavior which best indicated acceptable proficiency for a job entry 

performance. This constituted a highly subjective study. The deriva-

tion of these objectives.is explained in detail elsewhere in this chapter. 

A total of 90 competencies were validated. The titles of the behavioral 

objectives derived from these competencies are listed by the related 



competency code in Table IV. 

Competency 
Code 

PP-1 
PP-3 
PP-4 
PP-5 
PP-6 
PP-7 
PP-8 

II 

PP-9 
" 
" 

PP-11 
PP-12 
PP-13 
PP-14 
PP-15 

II 

PP-17 
PP-18 
PP-19 & 20 

II 

PP-21 

LS-1 
LS-2 
LS-4 
LS-5 
LS-6 
LS-7 
LS-8 
LS-9 
LS-10 
LS-12 
LS-13 
LS-14 

TABLE IV 

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE TITLES 
(By Related Competency Code) 

Behavioral Objective 
T:i,tle 

Plant Production 
Operating a Production Structure 
Vegetative Production 
Soil Preparation 
Soil Sterilization 
Transplanting 
Watering 
Soil Testing 
Fertilizer Application 
Identifying Plant Nutrient Deficiencies 
Identifying Insect~Disease and Pest Symptoms 
Correcting NutJ;:ient Deficiencies and Disease and 
Pest Infestation 

Grounds Maintenance 
Disease and Pest Control 
Mixing Chemicals for Plant Treatment 
Disposal of Excess Chemicals and Residues 
Plant Identification 
Plant Grading 
Materials Handling 
Production Planning 
Balling and Burlapping for Shipment 
Preparing Bare-root Plants for Shipment 
Pruning for Transplanting 

Landscape Maintenance 
Drainage Installation 
Improving Land Contour 
Tree Pruning 
Tree Repair and Surgery 
Tree Removal 
Landscape Maintenance Planning 
Planting Trees and Shrubs 
Preparation of Gardens for Planting 
Establishing a Lawn 
Bracing and Supporting Trees and Shrubs 
Estimating Water Requirements 
Pruning 
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Gompetency 
Code 

SA-1 
SA-2 
SA-3 
SA-4 
SA-5 
SA-6 
SA-7 
SA-8 
SA-9 
SA-10 
SA-11 
SA-12 
SA-13 
SA-14 

MA-1 
MA-2 
MA-3 
MA-4 
MA-5 
MA-6 
MA-7 
MA-8 
MA-9 
MA-10 
MA-11 
MA-12 
MA-13 
MA-14 
MA-15 
MA-16 
MA-17 

RK-1 
RK-2 
RK-3 
RK-4 
RK-5 
RK-7 

E0-1 
E0-2 · 
E0-4 
E0-5 

TABLE IV (Continued) 

Behavioral Objective 
Title 

Sales 
Assisting Customers 
Advising Customers 
Demonstrating Lawn and Garden Equipment 
Writing Cultural Instructions 
Landscaping Services 
Garden Center and Nursery Merchandise Display 
Landscape Advice 
Lanqscape Cost Estimate 
Landscape Planning 
Landscape Design Drawing 
Landscape Contracts 
Making Sales Transactions 
Making CasQ Register Sales 
Credit Transacti0ns 

Management 
Management Problem Solving 
Planning Production Methods 
Developing Procedures 
Production Scheduling 
Work Scheduling 
Budget Planning 
Manhour Planning 
Ordering Plant Materials 
Scientific Methoq 
Operations Analysis 
Receipt of Supplies 
Stocking Shelves 
Shipment Planning 
Hiring Procedures 
Supervising 
Leadership 
Employee Relations 

Record Keeping 
Cost Data Accumulation 
Manhour Data Accumulation 
Recording Inventory Data 
Customer Service Records 
Crop Records 
Pesticide and Fertilizer Treatment Records 

Equipment Operation 
Tractor Operation 
Grading Equipment 
Before Operation Equipment Check 
In-Operation Equipment Check 
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Competency 
Code 

E0-6 
E0-7 
E0-8 
E0-9 
E0-10 
E0-11 
E0-12 
E0-13 
E0-14 
E0-15 
E0-16 

EM-1 
EM-2 
EM-3 
EM-4 
EM-5 
EM-6 
EM-7 
EM-8 

TABLE IV (Continued) 

Behavioral Objective 
Title 

After Operation Equipment Check 
Safety with Hand Tools 
Protective Clothing and Devices 
Safety with Power Equipment 
Hand Tool Selection and Use 
Operating Powered Garden Tools 
Operating Pruning and Trimming Tools 
Pipe Fitting and Plumbing 
Setting Up Irrigation Lines 
Ope;rating an, Irrigation System 
Sprayer Inspection 

Equipment Maintenance 
Lawn and Garden Equipment Repair 
Sharpening Cutting Blades 
Motor Tune-up and Repair 
Sprayer Clean-up 
Bracing and Supporting Protective Shelters 
Building Repair 
Irrigating System Repair 
Servicing Garden and Hand Tools. 

Competency Evaluation 
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As described in Chapter III, each firm that was sent a questionnaire 

was asked to rate the competencies according to the importance that these 

competencies had to job performance in their business. These ratings in 

numerical form permitted a statistical evaluation of competencies to 

more readily identify uniformity or differences of importance that these 

competencies had among the businesses involved. By computing from the 

survey data a mean and a standard deviation for each competency, a rela-

tive measure of industry wide importance was obtained (mean) and the ex-

tent of industry concurrance (standard deviation) was described. The 

arithmetic mean was computed by dividing the total value of all ratings 
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given for the competency by the total useable responses submitted. The 

standard deviation of this individual mean measured the uniformity of 

importance that respondents gave to the competency. A listing of the 

mean and standard deviation for each competency by competency code is 

given in Table V. 

TABLE V 

ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION .FOR EACH VALIDATED COMPETENCY 
(By Competency Code) 

*Arithmetic 
Mean 

3.827 
3.678 
3.633 
3.589 
3.586 
3.551 
3.517 
3.482 
3.448 
3.448 
3.428 
3.400 
3.400 
3,379 
3.379 

3 .'35 7 
3.344 
3.344 
3.344 
3.275 
3. 266 
3.250 
3.250 
3,250 
3.241 
3.241 
3.241 

Standard 
Deviation 

Highly Important 

0.45 
0. 71 
o. 72 
0.88 
0.67 
o. 72 
1.12 
1. 24 
1.29 
0.92 
1.12 
0.92 
1.14 
1.05 
0.95 

Important 
1.10 
1. 35 
0.95 
0.95 
1. 28 
1-27 
1.15 
0.86 
1.01 
1. 22 
1.14 
1.30 

Competency 
Code 

SA-1 
E0-9 
E0-7 
MA-1 
E0-10 
EM-4 
SA-7 
LS-8 
SA-12 
SA-14 
MA-17 
PP-12 
PP-20 
E0-5 
E0-8 

LS-14 
SA-9 
SA-13 
MA-5 
E0-4 
PP-21 
LS-9 
MA-2 
MA-16 
SA-8 
EM-8 
SA-5 
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TABLE V (Continued) 

*Arithmetic Standard Competency 
Mean Deviation Code 

3.222 1.09 E0-6. 
3.206 0.76 MA-3 
3.206 1.43 E0-16 
3.200 0.94 PP-14 
3.178 1.10 MA-15 
3.172 1.04 MA-11 
3 .. 133 0.98 PP-11 
3.133 1.08 PP-13 
3.074 0.94 MA-4 
3.068 1. 31 E0-12 
3.066 0.94 pp-7· 
3.035 1.13 SA-6 i 

3.033 1.11 PP-9 
3.000 1.64 L.S-7 
3.000 1.33 LS-12 
3.000. 1.22 EM-3. 
2.962 1.54 E0-11 
2.856 1.40 MA-12 
2.833 1.06 PP-8 
2.'821 1.26 E0-1 
2.800 1.11 PP-6 
2.750 1.45 RK-4, 
2.750 1.26 EM-5 
2.733 1.12 . PP-4, 
2. 724 1.48 SA-2 
2. 724 1.20 LS-5 
2.689 1.18 EM-6 
2.678 1 ~24 ' MA-7 
2.620 1.53 SA-11 

Significant 
2.588 1.09 MA-6 
2.552 1.45 LS-6 
2.535 1.23 RK-2 
2.517 1.40 LS-10 
2.511 1.24 MA-8 
2.464 1.39 LS-13 
2.428 1.08 Rk-7 
2.392 1.14 RI<-3 
2.321: 1.22 MA-14 
2.275 1.45 SA-10 
2.275 1. 35 MA-10 
2.241 1.59 SA-3 
2.200 1.37' PP-5 · 
2.178 1.03 RK-1 
2.137 1.52 PP-15 
2.103 1.47 PP-1 
2.103 1.26 LS-4 
2.034 1~49 LS-2 



*Arithmetic 
Mean 

2.034 
2.000 
1. 896 
1.892 

1. 724 
1.689 
1.633 
1. 607 
1.607 
1.551 
1.500 
1.482 
1.413 
1.344 
1.333 
1.298 
1.275 
1.266 
1. 241 
1.233 
1.062 
1.035 
0.931 
0.741 

TABLE V (Continued) 

Standard 
Deviation 

1. 21 
1.39 
1.36 
1.39 

Questionable 
1. 63 
1.23 
1. 73 
1.65 
1. 31 
1. 71 
1.51 
1.53 
1.66 
1.58 
1.38 
1. 35 
1.59 
1.27 
1.64 
1.51 
1.56 
1.55 
1.10 
1.04 
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Competency 
Code 

MA-9 
PP-18 
SA-4 
EM-1 

PP-3 
EM-2 
PP-19 
MA-13 
RK-5 
E0-13 
PP-2 
LS-1 
E0-2 
PP-17 
RK-8 
RK-6 
E0-15 
PP-10 
EM-7 
PP-16 
E0-14 
E0-3 
LS-3 
LS-11 

*Individual rating values on importance scale of 4,3,2,1,0, with 4 the 
highest and 0 of no importance. 

Further reflections will reveal that those competencies with both 

high arithmetic means and narrow startdard deviations are of uniformly 

high importance to all types of businesses in this segment of the orna-

mental horticulture industry studied. Thus, the mean.and standard devi-

ation together constitute a rating of cluster value.. Students preparing 

for skilled jobs in this industry would do well to train in those compe-

tencies with high means and narrow standard deviations. A listing of 

such competencies having a high cluster training potential are listed in 

Table VI by competency code. 



Competency 
Code 

PP-7 · 
PP-9 
PP-11 
PP-12 
PP-13 
PP-14 
PP-20 
PP-21 
LS-8 · 
LS-9 
LS-14 
SA-1 
SA-6 
SA~7 

SA-8 
SA-12 
SA-13 
SA-14 
MA-1 
MA-2 
MA-3 
MA-4 
MA-5 
MA-11 
MA-15 
MA-16 
MA-17 
E0-4 
E0-5 
E0-6 
E0-7 
E0-8 
E0-9 
E0-10 
EM-3 
EM-4 
EM-8 

TABLE VI 

COMPETENCIES WITH HIGH CLUSTER 
TRAINING POTENTIAL 

Arithmetic 
Mean 

3.066 
3.033 
3.133 
3.400 
3.133 
3.200 
3.400 
3.266 
3.482 
3.250 
3. 357 
3.827 
3.035 
3.517 
3:.241 
3.448 
3.344 
3..448 
3.589 
3.250 
3.206 
3.074 
3. 344 
3 .172 
3.178 
3.250 
3.428 
3.275 
3.379 
3.222 
3.633 
3.379 
3.678 
3.586 
3.000 
3.551 
3.241 
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Standard 
Deviation 

0.94 
1.11 
0.98 
o .. 92 
1.08. 
0.94 
1.14 
1.27 
1. 24 
1.15 
1.10 
0.45 
1.13 
1.12 
1.22 
1. 29 . 
0.95 
o. 92. 
0.88 
0.86 
0. 76 
0.94 
0.95 
1.04 
1.10 
1.01 
1.12 
1.28 
1.05 
1.09 
0.71 
0.95 
o. 71 
0.67 
1.22 
o. 72. 
1.14 

Low arithmetic mean ratings resulted from the computations for a 

number of competencies. For some of these competencies there were con-
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siderable differences in the importance ratings received, a few receiving 

several very high ratings. Other competencies received uniformly low 

ratings. As was discussed in Chapter III, the method for determining in

dustry concurrance for the inclusion of a competency was its relation to 

the grand mean and the size of its own standard deviation. The grand 

mean was computed .to be 2.596 and its standard deviation .778. One stan

dard deviation above and below the grand mean included competency means 

from 1.818 to 3.374. 

Those competency means falling one standard deviation or more below 

the grand mean were considered questionable, possibly not used in the in

dustry. Those greater than one standard deviation above the grand mean 

were considered to be highly important to the industry. These categories 

are separated in Table V. 

A competency whose mean was more than one standard deviation below 

the grand mean was further tested for industry concurrance with its lack 

of importance. These low arithmetic mean competencies with individual 

standard deviations of 1.55 or less were considered to show a high indus

try concurrance in their lack of importance. Therefore, they were with-: 

drawn· from the competency listing and were not used in the formulation of 

behavioral objectives. They are listed in Table VII by competency code 

with the deviation from the grand mean as well as the competency standard 

deviation. 



TABLE VII 

COMPETENCIES WITHDRAWN 
(Not Validated by the Survey) 
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Competency 
Code 

Deviation from 
Grand Mean 

Competency 
Standard Deviation 

PP-2 
PP-10 
PP-16 
LS-3 
LS-11 
RK-6 
RK-8 
E0-3 

1.096 
1.330 
1.363 
1.665 
1.955 
1.298 
1.236 
1.561 

Derivation of Behavioral Objectives 

1.51 
1.27 
1.51 
1,10 
1.04 
1.35 
1.38 
1.55 

The competency statement as validated by the industry provided ex-

ceptionally good guidance for the writing of .a behavior statement for 

the behavioral objectives. It also assured that the objective conformed 

to the performance the.student would be expected to make on the job. Us-

ing this guidance restricted the amount of attention given to convention-

al suhject matter approaches, enhancing possibilities for achieving in-

novative practices when implemented by the instructor. The conditions 

and requirement portions of the objective statement were written for 

either classroom, laboratory, or training station performances. The per-

formance required is intended to test the student's job entry level skill. 

Thus, the behavioral objectives tend to fit available training situations 

and still conform to the entry level proficiency requirement. 

As described in Chapter III, each behavioral objective is written 

in five parts: the title, the competency statement; the behavior state-

ment, the test conditions, and the performance requirements. The detail 
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in the conditions and requirements vary according to the restrictions 

needed to assure an accept&ble performance, but still provide brief, yet 

descriptive statements. For the most part each objective concerns a sepa

rate skill or group of closely related skills. However, a few of the be

havioral objectives have been interrelated as they are essentially addi

tional aspects of the same activity, such as before, during, and after 

operation servicing of power equipment. 

A total of 94 behavioral objectives were derived from the 90 compe

tencies validated in the survey. For the most part these objectives call 

for complex behaviors or products which prove the student's proficiency. 

This should not preclude the use of cognitive tests to identify the pro

gress that a student is making toward the objective. Here, though, the 

attempt is to derive behavioral objectives which clearly show the student 

performing as he would on the job and with a proficiency needed for suc

cessful job entry. 

Discussion of Results 

The relation of behavioral objectives to tasks becomes more remote 

as the research progresses from task analysis through competency valida

tion. It becomes obvious that the concern in development of behavioral 

objectives is with the skills of the individual in a task performance and 

not with the tasks themselves. Also, throughout the task analysis it was 

observed that many tasks were interrelated by the similarity of skills 

required in their performance. Training in a single skill or a few skills 

may equip a student with capacity to perform in more than a single task. 

Expanding on this reasoning, the student succeeding in performing the be

havioral objectives developed herein.is most likely equipped to perform 

well in jobs and occupations outside of the ones specifically examined 

in.this study. 
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Even a cursory observation of the standard deviations computed from 

the competency ratings reveals the wide differences existing in the impor

tance of skills among the businesses studied. For most jobs in the in

dustry, the validated competencies would be sufficient for successful 

job entry capability. However, for at least a few businesses a small 

amount of additional specific training or experience may be necessary. 

For instance, in a business where one of the elim.inated competencies 

holds some importance in a firm, that skil~ would have to be developed 

on-the-job. In the same way a student would acquire some skill .from the 

composite of behavioral objectives that would possibly not be needed on 

his first job. However, the unused training would not be lost. It would 

give him valuable breadth of training, which would provide him mobility 

among the range of skilled jobs represented in the business,es surveyed 

in·this study. 

Behavioral Objectives 

The behavioral objectives that follow are listed in competency code 

sequence. This makes it possible to trace .each objective back thrDugh 

competency and task data from which it arises. 

1. Title: Operating a Production Structure (PP-1) 

Competency: operates propagating or production unit, i.e.,lath house, 

greenhouse, cloth house, etc .. to control environment, 

Behavior Statement: adjusts the environmental conditions of a pro<juction 

structure to meet the needs of crops being produced, i.e., heating, cool

ing, humidity, light intensity, and water. 

Conditions: performs acceptably in more than one type structure. May 

use references, diagrams or other job aids but without any direct super-
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vision. 

Requirements: Under the observation of the training station supervisor 

or the instructor,. regulates environment un<;ler conditio.ns, specified dur

ing normal work· training periods for several days in each type of struc.

ture. 

2. Title: Vegetative Propaga4ion. (PP-3) 

Competency: propagates by cutt:f,ngs, layerage, and graftage in large quan

tities. 

Behavior Statement: (1) demonstration phase: apply.corr~ct method of 

propagatin' to a number of different cuttings, layers, grafts and buds on 

demonstration material; (2) production phase: performs two or more pro

pagation procedures on the job producing large quantities rapidly and ac

curately. 

Conditions: performs using tools and materials as provided by the in- • 

structor. Work must be accomplished without references or other aids. 

The production phase is .under actual work conditions, on the job at the 

training statipn. 

Requirements: performance.is evaluated by the instructor or training 

station supervisor. Production phase should be sustained over a per.iod 

of several hours and results measured by supervisor's estimate of proba

ble success of plant growth. Demonstration phase is evaluated by proper 

sequence and precision of.steps performed. 

3. Title: Soil Preparation. (PP-4) 

Competency: prepares soil m,ixes for stock piles and planting beds, using 

synthetic additiv~s, fertilizers, and organic materials. 

Behavior Statement: determines needs, assembles substances to produce 

required media, locates stock pile for efficien.cy fo. ope:i;-ation. Loads 
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and operates mixer, or h~nd mixes in proper proportions to get uniform 

results, producing in considerable quantities in an on-the-job situation. 

Conditions: performs under work conditions in nursery seedbed, work shed 

or garden; provided with .hand and garden tools or power mixer as needed. 

May use references. 

Requirements: performance is evaluated by training station supervisor; 

performance is completed when required components are thoroughly mixed 

and ready for use. 

4. Title: Soil Sterilization. (PP-5) 

Competency: prepares soil for planting by sterilizing or fumigating and 

adding correct amount of moisture. 

Behavior Statement: (1) assembles soil mix in planting bed or stockpile; 

(2) moistens soil lightly and uniformly;(J) inserts and assembles steam

pipe network, or operates electrical soil.sterilizing equipment; (5) 

places cover snuggly over stockpile or bed; (6) sterilizes at temperature 

specified for required time, or fumigates for required time period; (7) 

remove.s cover and designates when ready for use. 

Conditions: performs on the job or in training facilities under normal 

work conditions without references. Uses pipe fitting tools and other 

hand tools. 

Requirements: performs intermittently as needed over a period of time 

sufficient to achieve soil sterilization. Satisfactory performance is 

determined by instructor or supervisor observing, using temperature 

guages, and by timing. 

5. Title: Transplanting. (PP-6) 

Competency: plants in.nursery row, garden beds, or containers, distrib

uting roots and setting at correct depthand distances. 
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Behavior Statement: (1) assembles plants at work location and provides 

adequate protection from wilting or cold exposure; (2) digs ditches or 

holes of required dimension; (3) sets out plants at required depth and 

distances; (4) applies soil additives to. enhance growth, improve drain

age, etc.; for bare-root, distributes roots uniformly as fills; (7) when 

filling containers, sets out in growing area at proper distances. 

Conditions: performs in training facility or on the job without refer

ences. Student selects and uses tools correctly. Instructor designates 

plant materials, planting locations, and containers. 

Requirements: preciseness of performance is essential. Instructor ob

serves technique closely and measures depth and distances as required. 

6. Title: Watering. (PP-7) 

Competency: . evalutes watering needs and irrigates by hand or through an 

irrigating system. 

Behavior Statement: when presented with six or more samples of soil, the. 

student checks by feel and crumbling, determining according to the struc

ture of the sample whether it should be watered. 

Conditions: student performs in laboratory or work location; may use 

trowel, knife or other hand tool in making the evaluation. 

Requirements: student moves progressively from one sample or soil loca

tion to another, judging samples and gives verbal or written response to 

the instructor. Must correctly judge each sample tested. 

7. Title: Soil Testing. (PP-8) 

Competency: evaluates fertilizer needs by stage of growth, symptoms, or 

by testing, and applies fertilizer by various methods. (Fifi?,t part only) 

Behavior Statement: employing simple soil test method, determd.D,.~s ni

trate nitrogen, phosophorus, potassium, and pH levels of the soil samples 
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under laboratory conditions •.. (1) properly selects a soil sample from a. 

d(:!signated plot; (2) comple.tes test; (3) computes fertilizer: requirements, 

considering cultivars involved. 

Conditions: instructor provides soil test kit and other needed tools·and 

equipment. References may be used. 

Requirements: student selects and arranges appropriate materials, per

forms sample selection, and obtains accurate test results when compared 

against instructor pretest sample. Results are written on a soil test 

form and submitted to the instructor. 

8. Title: Fertilizer Application. (PP-8) 

Competency:· the last part of competency under 7. 

Behavior Statement: demonstrates correct methods for applying solid fer

tilizers; demonstrates correct in,i~ing and applicatfon of liquid fertiliz-

ers. 

Conditions: instructor provides fertilizer, applicator equipment, and 

measuring devices; student may use reference. 

Requirements: student.selects appropriate fertilizer materials, computes 

correct amount to apply; and distributes uniformly to meet requirements 

indicated by soil test or standard recommendations. 

9. Title: Identifying Plant Nutrient Deficiencies. (PP-9) 

Competency: inspects plants, identifies symptoms, determines causes; 

and decides on corrective measures .. 

Behavior Statement: examines plant specimens and pictures which illus

trate common nutrient deficiencies and chemical damage; names these defi

ciencies and damage symptoms. 

Conditions: student performs without references, but may use instruments 

such as magnifying glass, dissecting pr~H~s.and foliar test equipment~ 
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Works in the laboratory. 

Requirements: performance may vary as to time limit and problem-solving 

approach; satisfactory performance is the correct identification of the 

causes of the symptoms. 

10. Title: Identifying Insect, Disease, and Pest Symptoms. (PP-9) 

Competency: refer to competency in 9. 

Behavior Statement: identifies causes of symptoms and damage by examin-

ing plant specimens and pictures which illustrate common disease, insect, 

and pest damage. 

Conditions: performs without references but uses laboratory instruments 

as needed. 

Requirements: performance may vary as to time limit and problem-solving 

approach; satisfactory performance is measured by the correct identifica-

tion of the causes of the symptoms or damage. 

11. Title: Correcting Nut~ient: Deficiencies and Disease and 
Pest InfestatiQni. (PP-9) 

Competency: refer to competency in 9. 

Behavior Statement: prescribes orally or in writing the treatment pro-

cedure for each designated diagnosed disorder. 

Conditions: student proceeds without references but has specimens avail-

able to observe. 

Requirements: workable procedures should be prescribed; response should 

include precautions in the use of chemicals and equipment where impor-

tant. Student states or submits written solution to the instructor. 

12. Title: Grounds Maintenance. (PP-11) 

Competency: performs common cultural practices such as cultivating, 

weeding, mulching, and cleaning up debris. 

Behavior Statement: (1) cultivates soil surface in the nursery row or 
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seedbeds to increase water absorption and reduce evaporation and runoff; 

(2), cuts weeds .not destroyed by herbicides; (3) applies mulches to reduce 

watE;,?r loss and control soil temperature; (4) cleans up plant materials 

debris to reduce.sources of coqtamination. 

Conditions: uses comip.on garden hand tools, at training station o+ in 

school garden .. 

Re9uirements: performs at the same pace as.trained nursery workers; work' 

observed and evaluated-by training station supervisor or the instructor. 

13. Title: Diseas~ and Pest Control. (PP-12) 

Competency: applies chemicals by. spray or dust to control d:,l.seas.es, pests, 

and weed~. 

Behavior Statement: operjltes .a power sprayer, fogger, duster, or another 

applicatov when sprayiilg ot dusting .infested plants; obtains thorough 
, I 

coverage by manipulat!on of spray nozzle and duster. 

Conditions: uses commercial power sprayer, fogger, or other applicator 

designated by instructor;. peJ;"forms on the.job. May use refere:qces. 

Requirements: selects prope,r climate conditions for successful applicq-

tion and is evaluated by the training station .supervisor according to. 

techniques employed and results obtained. 

14. Title: Mixing Chemicals for Plant Tre.atment, (PP-13) 

Competency: . mixes insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, . ferti.lizers and 

other chemicals in required prop9rtions·and strengths for specific treat-

ments and plants. 

aehavior Statement: assembles containers, supplies and tools for mixing 

chemicals for each of several treatments• Mea.sures and mixes correct 

proportions·for the.treatments assigned. 

Co.ndj.tions; interprets published manufacturers instructions. I.nstructor 
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provides.instruments, cont.;iiners; and supplies. Performance·is in the 

laboratory or work area. 

Requirements: ins true.tor evaluates .by. close observation;. each mixture. 

must be properly mixe,d to the correct proportions for tcye intende'4 use. 
. '. 

15. Title: Disposal of Excess·Chemicals and Residues~ (PP-14) 

Competency: safely disposes of spray chemicals and residues.preventing 

contamination. 

Behavior Statement:. ex;plains in writing or orally to the instruct(l)r the 

procedures for the safe disposal of chemicals commonly-used in nurseries. 

Conditions: exercise conducted in classroom or laboratory with samples 

of test chemicals available for observation, but no other references 

available. 

Requirements: correctly describes disposal procedures for a+l it~ms; at 

least five families of substances should be considered; n0n-persistant 

insecticides, systemic pesticides and fungicide.s, fertilizers, persistant. 

herbicides; and growth.regulators. 

16. Title: Plant Identification. (PP-15) 

Competency: iqentifies plants by cultivar, grade and quality, separates 

large quantities rapidly. 

Behavior Statement: identifies plant materials in general use by nurser-

ies in't'he locale·from plant parts of growing speGimens by.writing out· 

the name on a.test answer sheet. 

Conditions: performs out~of~d0ors without references, Where growing 

specimens are inaccessible, plant parts are displayed in the laboratory 

or work area. 

Requirements: student must.accurately identify by commercially accepted 

name 90 percent of the.samples, making a positive identification of each 



in a 30-second time period. 

17. Title: Plant Grading. (PP-15) 

Competency: refer to competency in 16. 

Behavior Statement: separates by.grade and quality a large number of 

specimens of a common cultivar. 
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Conditions: performs at the training station with commercially accept-· 

able materials·or at a location where materials are available. 

Requirements: performs at a rate of speed common for skilled graders 

with an 80 percent accuracy; performance evaluated by the supervisor. 

18. Title. Materials Handling. (PP-17) 

Competency: carries or conveys large numbers of transplants, handling 

without damange, and spaces correctly in beds or on storage dunnage. 

Behavior Statement: moves a large number of transplants by a plan de

vised by the student himself. 

Conditions: student has a selection of handling devices and equipment 

to employ with his plan; test is performed in the training station. 

Requirements: performance successful when materials have been moved by 

the student's plan with minimum damage and stored as specified by the 

instructor. Plan should result in a rapid, direct move of transplants. 

19. Title: Production Planning. (PP-18) 

Competency: organizes materials and equipment in work areas for effi

cient trari.splanting, propagating or other operation. 

Behavior Statement: writes out the procedural steps to be followed to 

accomplish an assigned transplanting, propagating or similar operation. 

Conditio.ns: the instructor specifies the work operation to be performed 

and the materials and facilities to be made available for its accomplish-: 

meµt. 
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Requirements: student must submit in writing a procedure in step by step 

form that would produce acceptable results in terms of time and volume 

of production as evaluated by the instructor. 

20. Title: Balling and Burlapping for Shipment. (pP-19 & 20) 

Competency: prepares plants for transport:. tags· and tie51 tops, burlaps 

and twines root ball,, and/or places in bags, boxes, or other containers. 

Behavior Statement:. student tags and ties the tops of selected plants; 

digs plants with root ball intact and burlaps, secures, and twines.the 

root ball. 

Conditions: supplies and tools such as spades and knife are provided; 

work performed in the nursery row at the training station;.plants for 

digging are selected by the supervisor. 

Requirements: student must remove plant from the soil within one to 

several minutes depending on the size of the plant dug; plant must be 

lifted and burlapped without.injury to the rootball or the plant tops. 

21. Title: Preparing Bare-root Plants for Shipment. (PP-19 & 20) 

Competency: refer to competency in 20. 

Behavior Statement: student tags and ties tops of selected plants; digs 

plants, lifting main root system structure; bags roots and/or bundles 

and boxes for shipment. 

Conditions: stude.nt provided wi.th garden hand tools and needed supplies. 

Work performed in.the nursery row and at.the work shed of the training 

station. 

Requirements: student must remove an adequate amount of root system to 

assure early recovery and growth of the transplants~ and bag or bundle 

compactly and uniformly, 

22. Title: Pruning for Transplanting. (PP-21) 
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Competency: prunes tops of plants when transplanting to achieve root/ 

top balance. 

Behavior Statement: after replanting selected plants, student prunes 

top skillfully to form desired shape and growth, achieving root/top bal-

ance. 

Conditions: student provided with tools for digging and pruning; work 

performed in the nursery row on plants selected by supervisor. 

Requirements: work performance and results must be acceptable in form as 

well as root/top balance. 

23. Title: Drainage Installation. (LS-1) 

Competency: improves surface and subsoil drainage; installs tile, dit

ches, and culverts. 

Behavior Statement: given a drainage problem student draws a labeled 

diagram illustrating his recommended drainage improvement including loca

tion of installed tile, ditches, and culverts; student writes out the 

steps to be followed in the work of installing drainage improvement. 

Conditions: student performs at unimproved landscape site; obtains need

ed information on request or by measuring and digging soil samples. 

Requirements: an acceptable performance is a commercially workable plan 

described in sufficient detail so that it could be implemented. 

24. Title: Improving Land Contour. (LS-2) 

Competency: removes top soil; improves land contour, surface drainage, 

and appearance; replaces top soil uniformly. 

Behavior Statement: in conjunction with LS-1 describes in writing, in

cluding a labeled diagram, a procedure for improving the contour of the 

landscape. 

Conditions: student develops procedure at unimproved landscape site and 
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in the laboratory; necessary information obtained by inspecting and mea

suring at the site. 

Requirements: the submitted plan should provide improved. drainage, de

sirable appearance, uniform top soil replacement, and be commercially 

feasible. 

25 , Title: Tree Pruning. ·· (LS-4) 

Competency: climbs. trees to high elevations ·to prune and repair; uses 

ropes, slings and ladders. 

Behavior Statement: student climbs tree, prunes and repairs by.using 

pruning tools and equipment, rope and ladders. 

Conditions: performed on the job with required materials, supplies and 

equipment provided. Not performed in inclement weather. 

Requirements: performance is acceptable when: the tree is pruned to 

proper form for cultivar, repairs are made that will result in early re

covery, and work has been efficiently and safely performed. 

26. Title: Tree Repair and Surgery. (LS-5) 

Competency: repairs damaged or diseased trees and shrubs by cutting out, 

painting, or injecting preservative and fillers, and bracing. 

Behavior Statement: student repairs major damage to a tree by:. cutting 

away broken limbs, cutting out and smoothing splintered areas; installing 

braces and supports, ~king grafts, applying filler and preservatives, 

and trimming and applying pruning paint. 

Conditions: instructor designates the tree on which to perform and pro

vides the student with the materials, supplies and tools as needed. 

Requirements: student performs under the close observation of the ins

tructor without supervision. Techniques must be employed skillfully and 

results indicate that recovery.can be anticipated. 
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2 7. Title: Tree Removal. · (LS-6) 

Competency: removes branches and fells trees; removes stumps and main 

roots.; may treat with herbicides to kill. 

Behavior Statement:: Part A: provided with an example, either pictures or 

an actual tree, student analyzes the tree removal problem and describes 

step by step in writing the prbcedure he would follow without the use of 

herbicides. Part B. provided with another example student describes in 

writing the procedure to be followed to kill with herbicides. 

Conditions: student performs either at site with speci~en or in class

room with pictures provided.by instructor; performs without.references. 

Requirements: description of removal must be in sufficient detail for 

the instructor to be able to evaluate safety precautions as well as how 

damage to electrical lines, buildings orother property is to be avoided. 

28.. Title: Landscape Maintenance Planning. (LS-7) 

Competency: performs seasonal landscape maintenance; determines tools, 

supplies, and labor needed for each job. 

Behavior Statement: student writes up a job estimate to complete the 

landscape maintenance tasks on a.residence by: 

(1) estimating the labor hours and costs required. 

(2) computing costs and quantities of supplies. 

(3) compiling a list of tools and equipment needed. 

Conditions: student prepares preliminary job estimate at site of resi

dence.and completes estimate at the training station or in the cla~sroom, 

verifying costs and quantities by refe:rence to manuals, price .lists, etc. 

Requirements: a completed estimate must be submitted with not more than 

a 15 percent deviation from the instructor's or the supervisor's solution. 

29. Title.: Planting Trees and Shrt,Ibs. (LS-8) 



Competency: plants trees and other plants, using sound horticultural 

practices. 
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Behavior Statement: student plants one balled and burlapped shrub and 

one bare-root shrub by: 

(1) digging a hole of proper dimension. 

(2) preparing soil for planting, mixing peat, gypsum, and other 

additives. 

(3) setting root ball at proper level; or distributing bare roots 

symmetrically. 

(4) filling in with prepared soil to previous ground level. 

(5) watering thoroughly. 

Conditions: student performs at training station, or on the school 

grounds or garden site; instructor provides shrubs, tools and supplies 

needed. 

Requirements: performance is watched closely by instructor or supervisor 

to observe technique. Correct use of tools and supplies, proper planting 

depths, and careful handling of plants are essential. 

30. Title: Preparation of Gardens for Planting. (LS-9) 

Competency: prepares soil for beds and gardens, adding fertilizer, or

ganic matter, and other additives. 

Behavior Statement: at a designated small garden plot the student: (1) 

evaluates soil conditions and probable drainage slope; (2) determines 

fertilizer and other needs, if any; (3) assembles materials and tools; 

(4) spreads and rototills additives into top soil; (5) levels to obtain 

desired drainage. 

Conditions: tools, supplies and garden plot provided by the instructor; 

performed at a time when soil is suitable for working. 
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Requirements: kinds and quantities of substances added are in agreement 

with the instructor estimates; uniform distribu,tion and thorough mixing 

of materials is obtained; ground line: is graded and ready. for planting. 

31. Title: Establishing a Lawn. (Ls-io). 

Competency: prepares soil mix and seedbed for lawn area; seeds, sods, 

plugs, or sprigs. 

Behavior Statement~ prepares seedbed as in item 30; seeds designated 

area a,nd sods, plugs, or sprigs remainder where designated. 

Conditions: performance to occur on a small plot of ground designated 

by the instructo~; supplies and equipment provided by instructor. 

Requirements: student performs seening and other planting operation des-

ignated by the instructor, cares for plot during period of establish-

ment to include proper watering and maintaiping of a protective cover. 

32. Title: Bracing and Supporting Trees and Shrubs. (LS-12) 

Competency• makes brace and supports for trees and shrubs using guy 

wires, poles, and stakes. 

Behavior Statement: constructs required mechanical braces and supports 

for designated trees suitable for the tree conditions involved. 

Conditions: tools, materials, and supplies are provided by the instruc-

tor; student performs without.supervision, oh instructor designated trees 

and shrubs. 

Requirements: the supports and braces constructed must provide required 

support and be sufficiently durable to last.until the tree is established 

or recovers. 

33. Title: Estimating Water Requirements. (LS-13) 
, .. 

Competency:· checks soil.in lawn and garden for water requirements; wat-

ers uniformly through irrigating system or by hand, 
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Behavior Statement: student estimates water content of soil by digging 

with spade or_trowel and observing physical.conditions in crumbling,, 

leafing, and adherence to the trowel or space, checking a numbe_r of sam..

ples according to,the size of the area evaluated; submits recommendation_ 

verbally or in wr:i;ting. 

Conditions; student.evaluates the water requirement at a lawn.or gar

den site and gives his recoil\Illendations to the instructor or supervisor. 

Requirements: student must be thorough, obtaining a sound estimate for 

all parts of the area and in close ~greement with instructor's estimate. 

34. Title: Pruning. (LS-14) 

Cempetency: prunes and trims trees and shrubs to improve growth or t_o 

achieve natural or artistic effects~ 

Behavior Statement: student prunes_four_to six trees and shrubs <;>f dif

ferent species to achieve natural effects .• 

Conditions: instructor provides tools_and materials but no references 

are permitted; instructor ~esignates trees and shrubs. 

Requirements: pruning must pe done according to accepted cultural prac

tices for each separate cultivar designated. Instructor evaluates by 

close observation. 

35. Title: Assisting Customers. (SA-1) 

Competency: offers customers products and services; discusses problems 

and aids customers using horticulturcil knowledge. 

Behavior Statement: describe_s verbally to the instrtlctor the various 

products and services availabie to customers at the training station; 

explains their uses, advantages, and precautions in their use; discusses 

solutions to cormnon customer-problems as introduced by the instructor. 

Conditions: student interacts_ with the instructor who acts as a role-:-
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playing customer at the training station; student performs without ref-

erences. 

Requirements: student should acc.urately answer all questions about ·major 

items s0ld, plants, equipment and supplies, and know how to obtain items 

not stocked. Student.should give sound horticultural solutions for in

structor posed problems and questions~ 

36. Title: Advising Customers. (SA-2) 

Competency: discusses horticultural methods with customers and recommends 

procedures; may give or sell books, bulletins, or leaflets. 

Behavior Statement: discusses horticultural methods and recommends prac

tices to solve common customer probl~ms; recommends suitable USDA bulle

tins, extension leaflets, commercial pamphlets, etc, 

Conditions: student interacts with the instructor who acts as a role~ 

playing customer at the training station; performs without references. 

Requirements: student.discusses problems logically and makes sound re

commendations and/or identifies helpful references. 

37. Title: Demonstrating Lawn and Garden Equipment. (SA--3) 

Competency: gives customers instructions and demonstrates the use and 

maintenance of lawn and garden equipment. 

Behavior Statement: states to the instructor the operating instructions 

for several designated items of lawn and garden equipment; discusses the 

proper procedures for care and maintenance; demonstrates the operation 

and maintenance of equipment. 

Conditions: performs in a role-playing situation at the training station 

without references; instructor plays the customer role. 

Requirements: student should show that he knows how to give operating 

instructions clearly and accurately, and can instructively demonstrate 
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tqe use and maintenance of designated equipment. 

3.8. Title: Writing Cultural Instructions~ (SA-4) 

Competency: prepares wr;i.tten .·instructions or proyi®s leaflets to cus

tomers on planting and . .care.of plants .and supplies purchase. 

Behavior Statement: composes brief instructi1;m statement:s about. the 

planting and care of designated trees, shrubs, and bedding plants. 

Conditions: using library, text materials, and other sources available; 

performs as a course assignment out-of-class. 

Requirements: student. accumulates information and compose~ statements of 

a quality suitable to be attached to plants or to be distributed to cus

tomers. 

39. Title: Landscaping Seryices.(SA-5) 

Competency: answers customer landscaping inquiries; .arra1'ges for appoint

ments. 

Behavior Statement:. receiving customer in the ,sales yard or the store 

student answers inquiries and discusses landscaping services available; 

arranges f9r appointment with the landscape specialist. 

Conditions:. performance is under actual conditions with instructor role

playing as the customer; references li.mited to those normally available 

in the sales area. 

Requirements: satisfactory performance includes.: confident bearing, cor

rect answers, and good report. Arranging appointment should include 

accurate recording~on the appointment schedule. 

40. Title: Garden Center and Nursery Merchandise ;Display. (SA-6) 

Competency: . displays plants; garden supplies, and equipment to , encourage 

sales. 

Behavior Statement:. construct a commerc,!i,.ally acceptable outdoor display, 
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using nursery plants, garden supplies, and lawn and garden equipment: 

(1) clear area for the display and arrange background; (2) construct or 

otherwise prepare a stage or props; (3) assemble materials and equipment 

in an aesthetically pleasing way; (4) attach price tags, signs, and 

labels prominently. 

Conditions: using common carpentry tools and materials and merchandise 

provided by the instructor, performs out-of-doors in a sales yard or 

similar area. 

Requirements: student completes an acceptable commercial display within 

a flexible time limit depending upon the extent.of materials provided. 

41. Title: Landscaping Advice. (SA-7) 

Competency: assists customer in making landscape decisions; advises on 

plants for desired uses. 

Behavior Statement: given a simulated customer landscaping problem, the 

student writes a description of the landscape work to be done, plant ma

terials to be used, and the overall design concept recommended to meet 

the customer's desires. 

Conditions: problem presented.and performance initiated at a residential 

site; performance continued in laboratory; references permitted. 

Requirements: performance is complete when student submits a written 

description of his recommendations to the instructor; no sketches or 

diagrams required. 

42. Title: Landscape Cost Estimate. (SA-6) 

Competency: prepares landscape planting and construction cost estimates. 

Behavior Statement: given a list of materials for plants and supplies 

and a landscape plan, student writes up a cost estimate for landscape job 

including cost of la.bar. 



Conditions: performs in the classroom with catalogs, price lists and 

other references, in addition to the list of materials and landscape 

plan. 
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Requirements: complete a cost estimate within 10 percent of overall es

timate and 20 percent on individual costs compared with instructor's 

solution. 

43. Title: Landscape Planning. (SA-9) 

Competency: draws up landscape planting and construction plans to de

tailed specifications. 

Behavior Statement: takes measurements, inspects grounds and soil at a 

residential site; draws up landscape planting and construction plans with 

detailed specifications. 

Conditions: measurements taken and data obtained at the residential site 

designated by the instructor; drawing and specification details prepared 

in laboratory with equipment and materials provided by the instructor. 

Requirements: develop an accurate detail plan suitable for commercial 

use, as evaluated by instructor. 

44. Title: Landscape Design Drawing. (SA-10) 

Competency: sketches artistic illustrations intepreting matur-e landscape. 

Behavior Statement: using the landscape plan in item 43, student draws 

an elevation sketch and any supplemental illustrations needed to inter

pret complex planting or construction areas. 

Conditions: performed in the laboratory with materials and equipment 

and references provided. 

Requirements: complete, attractive, and authentic.interpretations illus

trating the mature development of the landscape, suitable for commercial 

use as evaluated by the instructor. 
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45. Title: Landscape Contracts. (SA-11) 

Competency: writes up landscape contracts to include planting and con-

struction materials and specifications, labor requirements, and services 

to be rendered. 

Behavior Statement: in conjunction with .items 42, 43, 44, and 45 assem-

bles data and materials and writes up a landscaping contract. 

Conditions: performed in the laboratory; references permitted, plus all 

problem data presented by the instructor and student materials developed-

for items, 42, 43, 44, and 45. 

Requirements: performance is satisfactory with completion of accurate 

written statements describing the work to be performed and materials and 

labor to be provided, plus needed attachments and illustrations. 

46. Title: Making Sales Transactions. (SA-12) 

Competency: writes up sales slips and sales contracts recording sales 

transactions. 

Behavior Statement: prepares sales slips and/or conditionai sales con-

tracts for several sales situations, recording the transactions on the 

cash register or on a customer account record. 

Conditions: students, as role-playing participants, test a student's 

ability to correctly perform the required tasks; materials provided by 

the instructor in the classroom or laboratory. 

Requirements: correct recording of each transaction is required. In-

structor observes student performance and evaluates recorded data. 

47. Title: Making Cash Register Sales. (SA-13) 

Competency: receives and records cash and check receipts through the 

cash register or cash drawer. 

Behavior Statement: receives cash or checks from customer role-player, 
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rings up the receipt on the cash register, and gives correct change to 

the customer role-player. 

Conditions: performs in a role-playing situation with other students 

participating as customers; materials and equipment provided by the in

structor in the laboratory. 

Requirements: record the transactions correctly on the cash register and 

make correct change to the customer; 

48. Title: Credit Transactions. (SA-14) 

Competency: handles credit transactions according to policies of the 

firm. 

Behavior Statement: student writes answers t<;> the following test items: 

(1) What are the requirements for a sound credit policy? 

(2) How can you find out about a customer as a credit risk? 

(3) How would the credit policy of a garden center sales store and 

a landscape construction firm differ? 

Conditions: student performs in the classroom in a test situation. 

Requirements: correctly answered test items, including the following: 

(1) Requirements listed as given in class discussion and references. 

(2) Statement identifies credit bureau, banks and businesses as well 

as procedures to follow. 

(3) Student states suitable credit terms and methods of transferring 

credit risk .. 

49. Title: Management Problem-solving. (MA-1) 

Competency: solves problems, selecting alternatives based on efficiency 

and economy, and drawing upon past training and experience. 

Behavior Statement: student writes his solution to test items that re-· 

quire: (1) Description in writing of the elements of a problem solving 
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procedure for a supervisor. (2) the student is to identify from several 

local problem solving situa~ions in case studies the problem solving se

quences involved and the alternatives available, and to derive from these 

case studies suitable solutions in terms of efficiency and economy. 

Conditions: performance is in the classroom with test and materials pro

vided by the instructor. 

Requirements: (1) a clear statement indicating a sound understanding of 

the problem solving procedure; (2) solutions which show an ability to 

use problem solving methods as evaluated by the instructor. 

50. Title: Planning Production Methods. (MA-2) 

Competency: evaluates capability and capacity to produce; introduces 

mechanization and other labor saving methods. 

Behavior Statement: student analyzes a production problem at the train

ing station involving a number of processing and handling operations and 

develops a solution in writing including mechanization and labor-saving 

techniques. 

Conditions: instructor, or supervisor at the training station, prese~ts 

an existing production problem to the student; student may use any equip

ment available at the training station or may supplement (with justifica

tion) with commercially developed equipment, materials, or devices. 

Requirements: student solution should be innovative and sound, supported 

with evidence of improvements in costs and efficiency over alternatives. 

51. Title: Developing Procedures. (MA-3) 

Competency: establishes procedures and steps to implement approved plans. 

Behavior Statement: the student develops in writing a detailed procedure 

that will accomplish the production effort needed to reach a production 

goal. 
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Conditions: the production decision (goal) is presented by the training 

station supervisor and the student develops a procedure within the capa

bilities of the training station that will achieve this goal. 

Requirements: the quality of the procedure the student develops will be 

measured by practicality, efficiency, and economy in the use of resources 

in relation to other activities being carried on. 

52. Title: Production Scheduling. (MA-4) 

Competency: establishes priorities to carry out operations and produce 

output as needed to meet established schedules. 

Behavior Statement: presented with a schedule of forecasted sales, the 

student in writing develops a schedule of production that will provide 

the required output to meet shipment dates. 

Conditions: the instructor issues the sales forecast to the student in 

the classroom or laboratory. References permitted. 

Requirements: student solution must consider the production time needs 

for each crop involved. All planning must be within the capacity of the 

facility described by the instructor's test item. 

53. Title: Work Scheduling. (MA-5) 

Competency: establishes work schedules to make efficient use of labor 

and facilities. 

Behavior Statement: given data from a typical production day, the stu

dent examines the labor and facilities available and the work to be ac

complished; recommends a work schedule for that day. 

Conditions: performed at the training station; recommendations may be 

given verbally to the training station supervisor. 

Requirements: recommended work schedule must assure reasonable possi

bility of the work being performed proficiently and make efficient use of 
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labor and facilities. 

54. Title: Budget Planning. (MA-6) 

Competency: analyzes costs from operations and budgets for future costs. 

Behavior Statement: student analyzes costs of past operations in rela

tion to future production plans and computes and submits in writing a 

budget for future operations. 

Conditions: performed in the classroom or laboratory; cost data from 

past operating periods including labor, materials, equipment rental, 

depreciation, land, etc. provided by the instructor; references permitted. 

Requirements: budget must be realistic and arise from records of past 

cost experience; changes for costs of proposed operations must be justi

fied. 

55. Title: Manhour Planning. (MA-7) 

Competency: computes labor needs for various operations and prepares 

estimates of manhour requirements. 

Behavior Statement: student computes and presents in writing manhour 

estimates for the performance of operations actually existing at the 

training station. 

Conditions: performance required in the laboratory or training station; 

references permitted; instructor identifies operations with situation 

test items. 

Requirements: students compute daily and/or weekly labor needs as ap

propriate by each separate element in the operation and presents results 

in terms of manhours to be consumed. 

56. Title: Ordering Plant Materials. (MA-8 

Competency: computes consumption data for materials from inventory re

cords; computes future requirements and orders with sufficient lead times. 
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Behavior Statement: provided with simulated inventory records and plan~ 

ning data student: (1) compiles consumption data; (2) computes the requi

rements for five common nursery plants; (3) prepares orders and assigns 

shipping dates. 

Conditions: work performed in the classroom; instructor provides a pac

ket of records, consumption data, catalogs, price lis.ts; and forms. 

Requirements: orders should be accurate and neatly prepared and shipping 

dates assigned that assure timely arrival; yet minimum storage costs; 

figures should be within 10 percent of .instructor's solution. 

57. Title: Scientific Method. (Ma-9) 

Competency: studies cultural practices for improved efficiency; tests 

and implements new methods. 

Behavior Statement: student evaluates cultural practices; recommends an 

improved method or practice for one; tests this proposed improvement on 

a sample test plot. 

Conditions: student evaluation occurs at the training station; recommen~ 

dation approved by the instructor before proceeding with testing; experi

ment performed at training station or in school facilities. 

Requirements: student proceeds scientifically, identifying variables 

and establishing controls; performance evaluated mainly on the technique 

and the adequacy of the methods used. 

58. Title: Operations Analysis.(MA-10) 

Competency: studies processing and handling methods for efficient se

quencing and reduced costs. 

Behavior Statement: student writes an evaluation of an assigned proces

sing operation; makes recommendations for improvements with justification 

based on costs or reduced costs. 
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Conditions: instructor assigns processing operation at training station; 

student studies operation as it progresses over time. 

R~quirements: student recommendations evaluated on thoroughness of ob

servations, practicality, and cost reduction possibilities. 

59. Title: Receipt of Supplies. (MA-11) 

ComEetency: directs the unloading, inspecting, and counting of receipts; 

verifies documentation, stores properly. 

Behavior Statement: student unloads, inspects, and counts receipt of a 

truck load shipment; stores receipts properly and verifies shipment 

documentation. 

Conditions: student performs on a mixed truck shipment at the training 

station. 

Requirements: proper safety and handling practices must be followed; 

items are inspected for damage and accuracy; shipment documentation is 

verified and completed; and receipts are stored in the proper location 

for items involved; supervisor evalutes by closely observing operation. 

60. Title: Stocking Shelves. (MA-12) 

ComEetency: moves supplies from bulk storeroom and restocks shelves in 

sales store or processing area. 

Behavior Statement: student inspects shelves and computes restockage 

needs; breaks down bulk stocks in store room and carries to sales room 

to restock shelves; changes inventory or stockage records. 

Conditions: student performs at training station according to training 

station stockage procedures. 

Requirements: student restocks shelves with required quantities; labels 

and prices items correctly; posts records accurately; cleans up store

room and sales area at completion of work. 



61. Title: Shipment Planning. (MA-13) 

Competency: estimates transportation requirements; contacts shipping 

firms; plans consolidated shipments. 
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Behavior Statement: student computes in writing the truck transportation 

needs for both a single destination shipment and a consolidated shipment 

using weight and cube data from a shipping document; computes costs. 

Conditions: instructor provides shipping document with weight.and cube 

data to the student in the classroom; student permitted freight classifi

cation and other references. 

Requirements: student uses transportation space efficiently and computes 

costs accurately. 

62. Title: Hiring Procedures. (MA-14) 

Competency: interviews and helps make hiring decisions; evaluates work

er performance; recommends personnel actions, 

Behavior Statement: student interviews a prospect, accumulates needed 

personnel data, and recommends hiring decision .. 

Conditions: prospects are role-playing students instructeq regarding 

their qualifications and other personnel information; performance occurs 

in the classroom or laboratory. 

Requirements: student performance requires accumulation of sufficient 

data and information to justify his employment recommendation to th.e 

instructor; final recommendation may be submitted verbally or in writing. 

63. Title: Supervising. (MA-15) 

Competency: instructs employees in their work and clarifies procedures. 

Behavior Statement: student instructs employees in the workthey·are to 

perform and describes the procedures to be followed: 

Conditions: student receives work information beforehand for study; he 
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gives instruction in front of class and observing instructor. 

Requirements: acceptable student performance requires clear instructions, 

easily understood as evaluated by observing instructor. 

64. Title: Leadership. (MA-16,) 

Competency: assigns duties, leads work crew, coordinates work to achieve 

company goals. 

Behavior Statement: criticizes, in writing, a case study of a local pro

blem concerning the assignment of duties and leading of a work crew in a 

retail nurs~ry and the relating of this work to company goals. 

Conditions: at the close of considerable leadership and supervision 

training, student writes his critique in the classroom (having had some 

experience with the case study method). 

Requireme!l-ts: performance is acceptable when student's critique·of case 

study demonstrates a thorough grasp of the principles of leadership and 

techniques involved in leading. 

65. Title: Employee Relations; (MA-17) 

Competency: hears worker problems and assists to enhance.morale and ef

ficiency. 

Behavior Statement: student, presented in writing with a worker's pro

blem, writes out a solution. 

Conditions: student solves the problem as a classroom test item by using 

company policy data provided by the instructor and prior training re

ceived. 

Requirements: solution must be one with a high probability of enhancing 

morale and efficiency, but.stays within the limits o;f company policy and 

responsibilities. 

66. Title: Cost.Data Accumulation. (RK-1) 
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Competency: accumulates production, sales, and operating exp~nse data 

by department; reports or has it recorded. 

Behavior Stat~ment: student sorts documents and lists incom~, expendi

tures, obligatiqns by ~epartment when given.a packet of sales slips, 

bills, purchase orders, receipts, and similar documents. 

C1;mditions; performance in the. laboratory; instruct;:or issµes a packet of 

documents similar te> those received in a week's operation i.n a nursery 

business. Student may use references, 

Requirements: student must return documents to instructor with cost.and 

income data categorized and consolidated and any document discrepancies 

corrected. 

67. Title: Manhour Data Accumulation, (RK-2) 

Competency: accumulates time and performance data for workers to assure 

accurate payroll records. 

Behavior Statement: accumulates and categori.zes manhour. and piecework 

data by employee from data received and submits a .manhour data report. 

Conditions: instructor issues a.packet-of .manhour and performance in

formation in the classroom or laboratory. 

Requirements: student correctly sorts information and submits in writing 

accumulated manhour and performance information recorded accurately by 

employee with an analysis of data and an itemized list .of corrected dis

crepancies. 

68. Title: Recording Inventory Data. (RK-3) 

Competency: keeps records of results of inventory of plant mat;erials 

and merohandis~. 

Behavior Statement: prepares inventory records; posts inventory data to 

the records; writes an analysis of inventory status from records and itr-
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formation received. 

Conditions: student works in the laboratory with a packet of inventory 

records, receipts, sales slips, purchase orders, etc. issued by the 

instructor. May use references. 

Requirements: must accurately post and balance inventory records and 

give in writing an analysis of the status of all items in the inventory 

records. 

69. Title: Customer Service Records. (RK-4) 

Competency: records and files contraGts and work orders, cumulatively, 

for customers, including guarantees and services. 

Behavior Statement: posts file folders and makes record forms; posts 

records with customer data; files papers, contracts, and warranties. 

Conditions: from a packet: issued by the instructor.in the laboratory, 

sorts and assembles data and posts records. 

Requirements: must submit a corr~ctly prepared and accurately posted and 

filed set of customer service records. 

70. Title: Crop Records. (RK-5) 

Competency: maintains cumulative crop records; uses in planning and pre

paring future production. 

Behavior Statement: prepares crop records and posts cumulative data for 

an assigned crop. 

Conditions: instructor provides data sheets and materials; data accumu

lated from assigned crop at training station. 

Requirements: student accumulates crop data from assigned crop on written 

record as it occurs over entire production period. At completion, re

cords should reflect all important data needed for future planning. Per

formance evaluated by training station supervisor~ 
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71. Title: Pesticide and Fertilizer Treatment Records. (RK-7) 

Competency: maintains data on application and use of fertilizer, insec-

ticides, and other chemicals. 

Behavior Statement: prepare in writing a detailed report covering the 

preparation, application, purpose and results obtained in the use of five 

fertilizers and a combination of ten insecticides and/or fungicides. 

Conditions: prepare datQ. sheets from actual experiences at the training 

station and laboratory practice. 

Requirements: data sheets must be complete enough to be able to repro-
' 

duce the treatments and know results to anticipate. 

72. Title: Tractor Operation. (E0-1) 

Competency: operates tractors and attachments skillfully in performing 

such tasks as tilling, planting, cultivating, and digging, 

Behavior Statement: operates a small to medium tractor with attachments 

to demonstrate in a field or nursery row the tasks of tilling, planting, 

cultivating, and digging in.conjunction with items. 74, 75, and 76. 

Conditions: at the school garden or the training station, student per-

forms with equipment provided by the instructor. 

Requirements: operates equipment and attachments skillfully, safely, and 

with preciseness in each operation; operations may be performed at sep~ 

arate times. 

73. Title: Grading Equipment. (E0-2) 

Competency: operates heavy equipment for grading, ditching, and digging. 

Behavior Statement: operates specialized heavy equipment to perform 

grading, ditching, and/or digging operations; 

Conditions: equipment provided by instructor or training station,.super-

visor. 
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Requirements: performs each of the operations skillfully, safely, and 

with preciseness; .instructor or supervisor evaluates by observing. 

74. Title: Before Operation Equipment Check. (E0-4) 

Competency: checks condition of equipment before operation, secures at

tachments to power unit, fuels, and: lubricates. 

Behavior Statement: checks equipment over before operation, starting and 

testing to assure proper performance; attaches securely the equipment 

train; fuels and adds lubricant as needed; performs in conjunction with 

items 72, 75, and 76. 

Conditions• performs on equipment with defects known by the instructor. 

Requirements: makes check in accordance with checklist; corrects defects 

and prepares equipment for safe and efficient operation. 

75. Title: In-operation Equipment Check. (E0-5) 

Competency: performs in-operation check on equipment to assure continued 

proper operation. 

Behavior Statement: performs in-operation checks to insure continued and 

safe operation of equipment and attachments; i.e., checks fuel, tightens 

parts, checks latches and other connections. 

Conditions: performs under close observation of the instructor or the 

training station supervisor; performs in conjunction with items 72, 74, 

and 76. 

Requirements: completes checks during operation in accordance with the 

instructor-checklist. 

76. Title: After Operation Equipment Check. (Ep-6) 

Competency: . shuts down· equipment after use, performs cleaning and ad

justment tasks; and stows correctly, 

Behavior Statement·: shuts·. down power unit; detaches attachments; cleans 
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and adjusts; and stows and parks in assigned locations. 

Conditions: performs under close observation of instructor or training 

station supervisor; in conjunction with performance of items 72, 74, and 

7 5. 

Requirements: completes after operation checks in accordance with in-· 

stiuctor's checklist. 

77. Title: Safety with Hand Tools. (E0-7) 

Competency: exercises proper safety precautions when using hand tools, 

garden tools, carpentry tools, and masonry tools. 

Behavior Statement: uses safely and takes necessary safety precautions 

for himself and others when using and handling hand tools, garden tool_s, 

carpentry tools, and masonry tools. 

Conditions: performs under close observation of training station super

visor; in conjunction with .item 80. 

Requirements: prudently exercises safety. precaution,·s, employing safety 

methods, safety guards and other devices habitually; evaluation over an 

extended period of time, 

78. Title: Protective Clothing and Devices. (E0-8) 

Competency: when operating tools and equipment uses appropriate protec

tive clothing, masks, gloves, goggles, etc. 

Behavior Statement: uses appropriate protective clothing and other pro

tective devices; i.e., masks, gloves, goggles, etc. when operating tools 

and equipment. 

Conditions: performs under the extended close observation of the train:

ing station supervisor or instructor; in conjunction with item 81 and 82. 

Requirements: habitually uses the.correct protective clothing or devices 

for the tools and equipment used; evaluation over an extended period of 
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time. 

79. Title: Safety with Power Equipment. (E0-9) 

Competency: observes correct safety rules wh~n operatin~ tractors, at

tachments, and other power equipment. 

Behavior Statement: operates tractors, attachments and other power equip

ment safely, taking necessary precautions for hims~lf and others, 

Conditions: performs under the extended close observation of-the train

ing station supervisor or instructor; in conjunction with items 72 and 

73. 

Requirements: h~bitually exercises-the proper safety precautions when 

using equipment; evaluation covers an extended period of time. 

80. Title: Hc:md Tool Selection and Use. (E0-10) 

Competency: selects,and uses correctly.the appropriate hand, ·garden, 

carpentry, or masonry tools for the_job to be perform~d. 

Behavior Stateme"Q.t :- ev:aluates tasks_ to be perform~d; determines and se

lects the appropriate tools for the work; uses the hand, garden, carpen

try, or masonry tools in the approved manner for the tasks to be perform

ed. 

Conditions: performs under the extended observation .of the tra~ning sta

tion supervisor or instr~ctor;.in conjunction with item 77. 

Requirements: consistently selects_the proper tools and uses them skill

fully and safely; evaluation covers several task performances sampling 

a major portion of the tools he has been trained to use. 

81. Title: Operating Powered Garden Tools. (E0-11) 

Competency: operates power mowers, edgers, trimmers, and attachm~n_ts 

skillfully. 

Behavior Statement: student skillfully operates power mowers, edgers, 
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trimmers, sprayers, and attachments in appropriate tasks for landscaping 

and nursery work. 

Conditions: performs under the close observation of the instructor or the 

training station superv~ors. 

Requirements: operates equipment skillfully; evaluation covers a number 

of tasks to permit sufficient opportunity to observe student capability. 

82. Title: Operating Pruning and Trimming Tools. (E0-12) 

Competency: uses hand and powered pruning and trimming tools skillfully, 

as well as climbing hooks, belts, slings, and ropes. 

Behavior Statement: student skillfully operates and uses pruning and 

trimming tools and devices such as climbing hooks, belts, slings, and 

ropes when performing tasks in landscaping and nurseries. 

Conditinns: performs at training station or-school grounds under close 

observation of instructor. 

Requirements: operates equipment skillfully; evaluation covers a number 

of tasks to permit th~ instructor to observe student ability closely. 

83. Title. Pipe Fitting and Plumbing. (E0-13) 

Competency: uses pipe fitting and plumbing tools to thread, connect, ad

just, dismantle, and join. 

Behavior Statement: makes a p!!oject that requires the procedures of 

threading, connecting, adjusting, joining with common irrigating valves, 

and other plumbing hardware. 

Conditions: performs in school workshop on student project which demon

strates skills in all procedures; instructor evaluates performance and 

project .. 

Requirements: project should show that procedures have been used prop

erly; results obtained in project must satisfy minimum standards f9r 
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plumbing in nurseries. 

84; Title: Setting up Irrigation Lines. (E0-14) 

Competency: carries irrigation pipe; lays in a pattern and connects val

ves and sprinkler head. 

Behavior Statement: (1) writing in class and with drawings describes a 

workable layout for a temporary pipe irrigation pattern; lists all parts 

and illustrates where used; (2). in shop project connects valves and 

sprinkler heads to an irrigation line. 

Conditions: writes up irrigation problem solution in the classroom; 

demonstrates the connecting of valves anq sprinkler heads in the labora~ 

tory. 

Requirements: solution to irrigation problem must be workable .and effi

cient as judged by the instructor. The connecting project must pass 

inspection and testing by the instructor. 

85. Title: Operating an. Irrigation System. (EO-LS) 

Competency: controls water flow through irrigation system, adjusting 

valves, changing pressure, assuring uniformwater distribution. 

Behavior Statement: operates irrigation system, effectively controlling 

water flow by adjusting valves and water pressure. 

Conditions: performs at the training station or school garden observed 

by instructor or supervisor. 

Requirements: obtains uniform water distribution for irrigated plot as 

checked by instructor or supervisor. 

86. Title: Sprayer Inspection. (E0-16) 

Competency: inspects sprayer, fills tank, starts agitator, checks fil

ter, assures proper operation. 

Behavior Statement: in preparation for use, student inspects a power 
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sprayer, filling tank, operating agitator, examining fi~ter, and operat

ing sprayer attachments to assure sprayer is in operating condition; 

cleans and unclogs parts when needed. 

Conditions: performs in school laboratory or training station; may re

fer to operating manual. 

Requirements: puts sptayer into operation by correcting deficiencies 

through dismantling, cleaning and adjusting. 

87. Title: Lawn and Garden Equipment Repair~ (EM-1) 

Competency: services·lawn·and garden powered equipment, fueling, lubri

cating, adjusting, replacing warranty units and parts. 

Behavior Statement: student fuels, lubricates, adjusts and replaces 

parts on an item of lawn or garden equipment to place in serviceable· 

working condition. 

Conditions: instructor controls defects in items to be serviced; students 

may use operator manuals. 

Requirements: performance is successful when required items have been 

replaced, servicing has been.accomplished, and unit is in working condi-

tion. 

88. Title: Sharpening Cutting Blades. (EM-2) 

Competency: sharpens and adjusts cutting blades on lawn and garden equip

ment. 

Behavior Statement: student removes blades from lawn.and garden power 

equipment, sharpens, replaces, and adjusts. 

Conditions: Performs operation on equipment specified by instructor; 

may use operator manual. 

Requ:;l.rements: blades must be sharpened with proper bevel, replacec;l, and 

adjusted for efficient equipment performance. 
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89. Title: Motor Tune-up and Repair. (EM~3) 

Competency; performs minor repair on traGtors and similar heavy equip

ment, replacing such parts as points and plugs, and cleaning and adjust..,. 

ing. 

Behavior Statement: student performs minor motor tune-up to achieve 

smooth efficient motor.operation to include such tasks as replacing and 

adjusting points and plugs, and replacing filters. 

Conditions: instructor assigns equipment with known defects to the stu

dents in the workshop; operating manual references may be used. 

Requirements: defects must be corrected and motor tuned to smooth effi

cient operation. · 

90. Title: Sprayer Clean-up. (EM-4) 

Competency: cleans·sprayer after use, i.e., tank, hose, tubes, nozzles, 

filters, etc. 

Behavior Statement: student thoroughly cleans out the residues or spray 

substances from tank, hoses, nozzles and other parts of sprayer. 

Conditions: performance is on a sprayer either in the workshop or at 

the training station; . operating manual references may be used. 

Requirements: instructor inspects for cleanliness of the tank and fil

ters, and clear unobstructed tubes, nozzles, etc. 

91. Title: Bracing and Supporting Protective Shelters. (EM-5) 

Competency: constructs braces; guy wires, poles, and dead men anchors 

to support lath houses and cloth houses. 

Behavior Statement: construct supports and braces including guy wires, 

anchors, and poles to support protective shelter. 

Conditions: performs on school garden shelters or at training station 

on shelters as directed by the supervisor. 
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Requirements: construct one support consisting of guy wires, poles, and 

dead man anchors or similar support, 

9 2. Title: Bl.lilding Repair. (EM-6) 

Competency: repairs structures by replacing damanged timers, siding and 

roofing; constructs footings, replaces screens and glass. 

Behavior Statement: repairs defects or damange; i.e., siding, roofing, 

footings, screens, windows, etc. 

Conditions.: performs repairs as directed by instructor or supervisor 

with materials and tools provided. 

Requirements: performs several repair tasks~ each of a different nature 

to demonstrate building repair ability. 

93. Title: Irrigating System Repair. (EM-7) 

Competency: cleans clogged sprinkler heads and lines, repacks water 

valves, repairs coupling devices on irrigating pipe. 

Behavior Statement: cleans a clogged sprinkler head and repacks a water 

valve, and repairs a coupling device. 

Conditions: irrigating system parts in need of cleaning and/or repair 

are provided by instructor in workshop. 

Requirements: performance is complete when sprinkler heads are thorough

ly cleaned and water valves and coupling devices repaired serviceably. 

94. Title: Servicing Garden and Hand Tools. (EM-8) 

Competency: lubricates, adjusts, and sharpens hand tools and garden and 

pruning tools. 

Behavior Statement: student lubricates, adjusts, and sharpens as appro

priate, a number of hand tools and garden and pruning tools. 

Conditions: in laboratory or workshop instructor designates several 

hand tools and garden tools for the student to service. 
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Requirements: student must adjust, sharpen, clean, and lubricate 

tools so that they operate efficiently by actual test after repair has 

been cpmpleted. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION$ 

Introductory Discussion 

There is a diversity of topics covered by the conclusions to this 

study. Because of this diversity appropriate discussion has been inclu

ded with each conclusion statement. However, .one general comil\ent may be 

useful. Much of what has been undertaken in this research has not been 

previously attempted in relation to ornamental horticulture training pro

grams. Although the principles applied and the practices employed have 

been well established in other research, the results of this application 

here requires cautious interpretation. Behavioral objectives have been 

derived from a study of jobs in O~lahoma. Thus, similar studies outside 

of this area need to be accomplished before the results can be general

ized to other regions. 

As a first endeavor in behavioral objective writing for ornamental 

horticulture, the research results. have clearly shown a productiveness 

and ease in construction from task analysis procedures, They may prove 

tq be a valuable tool for curriculum improvement in all facets of orna

mental horticulture vocational training. 

Conclusions 

1. In this study, task analysis has proven to be a useful tool for 

isolating competency data. The observation-interview method employed 

lOa 
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proved to be both expeditious and thorough. It is essential in thi.s pro-

cedure that all related jobs in an occupational area be examined at each 

skill level. However, .success in extracting competencies from the tasks 

still depends largely upon the familiarity of the researcher with what 

the tasks entail and with stating the competency clearly in behavior 

terms. 

2. There is indication that an ornamental horticulture curriculum 

paralleling the competencies found in jobs in the segment of the industry 

studied should be divided into the seven major organizing areas of: plant 

production, landscape maintenance, sales, management, record keeping, 

equipment operation, and equipment maintenance. The bank of behavioral 

objectives derived in this study also separate well into these categories, 

indicating a possible organizing structure on which to build enabling ob-

jectives. Such subordinate objectives would contain facts, principles, 

motivational training, and other aids to the attainment of behavioral ob-

jectives. Such a curriculum structure might be organized as shown in 

Figure 5. 

Ornamental 
Horticulture 

Seven Areas* 

) 
Behavioral Objectives "'l 

I ~~~-E-n_a_b_l_i_n_g~O-b_j_e_c_t_i_v_e_s~~~~-~ 

*Plant Production 
Landscape Maintenance 
Sales 
Management 
Record Keeping 
Equipment Operation 
Equipment Maintenance 

Facts, Principles, Motivational Training, etc. 

Figure 5. Curriculum Organizing Structure. 
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3. The bank of-behavioral objectives which have been developed in. 

this study are aimed directly at job proficiency, requiring the student 

to reach job entry proficiei;i.cy in each job skill, They would not be_ 

easily attained through conventional discipline organized subject matter 

format. As depicted in Figure 4, the subject matter and student activi

ties may demand considerable revision with innovative and inter~discip

linary approacbes to assist the student to successfully reach these 

goals. 

4. It is reasonable to expect that as written in this bank of be

havioral objectives such objectives should provide the instructor with 

suitable criteria for evaluating student achievement. It is also expec

ted_ that these objectives w:i.11 add an important dimension to student 

learning by providing him with concrete statements of the_exact goa-ls he

is expected-to reach. Such statements will prov:i.de useful guidance to 

the student when organizing his own learning strategies. Some objectives 

are likely to include skills learned or partially learned elsewhere. 

When this infqrmation .is known, the stqdent can direct his energies to

ward other objectives in which he needs more development. Effective use 

of these objectives by the instructor may, thus, permit a considerable 

reduction in formal classroom training, since the student will be able to 

accept more responsibility for his own learning. 

5. The cluster training potel)tial of a.job competency was revealed 

in this study through the concurrance.survey with the industry. This po

tential provides a useful measure for separating c;mt those objectives 

that can be reached efficiently in group training. It was isolated by 

having the characteristics of a high arithmetic mean and a narrow stan

dard deviation as computed from statistically analyzed responses. In 
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much the same way a concun;ance survey of industry tends to indicate for 

the remaining competencies an adaptability to individualized instruction 

or self-teaching techniques. 

6. An often heard complaint against conventional discipline-orien-

ted curriculum is lack of relevance. In v9cational training organized 

around job competencies, such complaints can be greatly reduced by identi-

fying those competencies which with industry concurrance do not consti~ 

tute a significant skill for workers to acquire. Such a measure can be 

obtained through statistical analysis of industry concurrance survey 

responses. Responses resulting in a low mean and a narrow standard devi-

ation would indicate that the competency could not be defended for inclu-

sion in the curriculum. 

7. A conclusion readily drawn from this study is that behavioral ., 

objectives for ornamental horticulture vocational training programs can 

bewrittenwith considerable ease directly from job competency statements. 

Certain cautions must be considered to do this successfully: (1) the 

broadening of competency statements to incorporate closely.similar ex-

pressions may sometimes be necessary.to prevent the fragmentation of be-

havior statements; also, (2) the measuring of the student performance 

and the instructor's activities must be adapted to a training situation, 

yet must still result in student acquisition of the.identical job skill 

expressed in the original competency statement• 

Recommendations 

Some recommendations appear to be appropriate regarding the use of 

the results of this study and the direction that future research should 

take to expand upon what has been achieved. Three such recommendations 
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come to mind and are suggested h~.re. 

1. Although the behavioral objectives have been drawn from reliable 

industry sources and their applicability to training ,programs in Oklahoma 

is apparent, prior to use they should be tested. Preferably this should, 

be accomplished side by side with conventional curricula to measure such 

aspects as improvement in student job performance, reduced training time, 

ease of student learning, and adaptability to the training situation, 

teaching methods, and resources,available. 

2. The successful implementation of the behavioral objectives de

veloped in this study will depend heavily upon, the quality of enabling 

objectives which must now be developed to guide ,student learning up to 

these terminal objectives. Pertinent facts, principles, motivational 

training, and other aids mi;lst be incorporated appropriately to lead the 

student through a se.ries of lefirning exp.eriences preparing him fo.r the 

final termina:J_ objective performance, 

3. This study has covered those aspects of ornamental horticulture 

training concerned with nurseries, garden centers, and landscaping .firms. 

It should prove productive to make a task analysis of the two remaining 

areas: greenhouse production of flowers and other ornamental plants, and 

flower·shop sales and design. Probably the competencies in sales.and 

management would be similar to the type of businesses already studied. 

In greenhousepr0duction the plant production, equipment maintenance, and 

equipment operation competencies also may be similar. 

Some additional comments may be appropriate as regards the.implica

tions of. re.sults derived from this study. One. such comment concerns the 

statement made by industry participants on numerous occasions. They have 

stated that an urgent need exists for skilled workers in ornamental horti-
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culture businesses. It was their concensus that post-secondary school 

training in ornamental horticulture as envisioned. in·this study could pro-

vide the needed skilled workers. Apparently new employees seldom possess 

the desired ski~ls, and.this was attributed by some in the industry to a 

lack of appropriate skills training in horticulture programs. Although 

this may in part occur, a more prol>able cause is the lack of programs to 

teach horticulture in the first place. The behavioral objective approach 

to skills training may provide a way to establish small programs for one 

or a.few individuals wherever student"".'worker needs for such training is 

indicated. 

Another conunent also concerns the demand for sk.illed workE;!rs. The· 

largest demand for these workers in the selected occupations. studi.ed is 

apparently fo.r those. highly skilled in ptoducti.on methods and in perform-

ing business functions. Achieving the behaviors in the. behavioral ob .... 

jective bank in this· study will assure the achievement of those skills 

(See Figure 4). Plans to expand horticultural training in Oklahoma, cer-

tainly long overdue, should aim directly at preparation of persons for 

entry into the industry at the skilled technician level. This is the 

very level in which no training currently exists. Those behavioral ob-

jectives can serve as a ready data source for developing such a curricu-

lum. In fact it would nowbe appropriate to develop immediately an in-

novative behaviorally-oriented curriculum in .. this field. There are 

strong indications that such a program will prepare students more direct-

ly and efficiently for their work; 

In practice by associating behavioral objectives with the skills 
"\ 

which workers must·haye for'a successful employment experience, it is 

hoped that they will provide ,a proper base for occupational training. 
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Without concrete empirical evidence to prove that these objectives will 

achieve what it is purported that they should achieve, it is. questionable 

that full reliance should be placed on them. Useful measures derived 

from industry concurrance surveys, as wrsued in this·study, indicate 

possible directions fo.r developing mabhe.matical validating models. Pro

bably just as important.are measures that would provide a quality evalua

tion of behavioral objectives, pointing up the learning potential that an 

objective has for a particular student. Also a hierarchy relationship 

between objectives for a curriculum could provide a means for sequencing 

learning experiences. Such a model might well be based on the taxonomies 

of learning, where higher levels of cognitive and psychomotor learning 

would produce higher quality values. 

Much has been said about the need for great specificity in writing 

behavioral objectives. The·purposes served in skill development certain"'.' 

ly justify the application of this axiom to the minutiae of enabling 

objectives, However, in the formation of a bank of terminal objectives, 

little purpose is served in such a limiting practice. It would appear. 

to be far more valuable to write behavioral objectives carefully so that 

they might be readily implemented in many regions and diverse situations. 

There is little enough time now for the agriculture teacher to get his 

present tasks accomplished without adding behavioral objective construc

tion studies to his workload. Instead, the dilemma of tight schedules 

and heavy workloads may well be eased considerably by providing him with 

a bank of ready-to-use behaviorally structured modules of instruction. 

This would greatly reduce the time now spent in preparation for formal 

instruction, as well as open new avenues for individually paced learning 

experiences for each student. 
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TASK IDENTIFICATION LIST 

PLANT PRODUCTION LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE 

__ Propagates plants by seed, cut- _Constructs landscapes to contract 
tings, layerage or grafts. specifications. 

__ Plants and cares for nursery __ Grades larid, installs drainage and 
stock in greenhouses, hotbeds, prepares soil for plantigg. 
e~c. __ Digs holes and trenches for plant-
Digs trees and shrubs and pre- ings, drainage and culverts. 
pares for storage or shipment. Prepares soil mixes and applies 

__ Pots young plants in containers --fertilizers and mulches. 
& balls and burl~ps for shipment. __ Seeds, sods, plugs and sprigs 
Transplants trees and shrubs lawns. 

--bare-root' for growing on. Plants according to individual 
Cares for trees, shrubs and --depth; soil mix & fertilizer needs. 

--other plants in nursery or sa.les Cultivates, fertilizes and sprays 
Sprays and dusts plants using --trees; shrubs and gardens. . 

--both hand and power·· equipment Mows, trims, fertilizes, sprays 
__ Sprays foliar fertilizer to .im- --and cle~ns lawns. 

prove growth. Waters & irrigates lawns, gardens, 
__ Lays and adjusts-irrigation --shrubs and trees. 

pipe & attach sprinkler heads. Builds and repairs garden borders, 
Insures a uniform distribution --fences, gate~ and walls. 

--of water through irrigation __ Installs and repairs walks, patios, 
system. and drivew.':l.ys. 

__ Analyzes plant symptoms arid soil ·Prunes and trims shrubs and trees. 
& water conditions or has made. Repairs and treats damaged and dis-
Investigates effects of spray, eased trees and shrubs, 

--fertilizer or other chem;lcals. Climbs. trees for pruning and re-
__ Tags plants wi:th proper names & --pairing; uses climbing hooks and 

prices. belts. 
_Assembles, grades and bunches __ Braces and supports trees and 

plants for shipment or storage, shrubs with guy wires and poles 
__ WrflpS and packs plant materi,g:l as needed. 

in boxes, cartons, barrels & Injects herbicides into trees and 
crates. --shrubs to kill them. 

EQUIPMENT OPERATION 

Uses garden hand tools skill
-fully. 

Uses hand tools for connecting 
--adjusting and dismantling. 

Uses powered lawn, garden.and 
--pruning equipment and tools, 

Uses some carpentry,and masonry 
--tools. 

Fells and removes trees & shrubs. 

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 

Services and does minor repair on 
tractors and similar equipment. 
Services and repairs gasoline or 
electric powered lawn and garden 
power tools and equipment. 

__ Cleans and adjusts power sprayer; 
ch~cks and fills sprayer tan~' 
Sets up, operates, adjusts and 
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TASK IDENTIFICATION LIST (Continued) 

EQUIPMENT OPERATION-cont'd 

__ Operates garden tractors, at
tachments and towe·d equipment. 

__ Operates fa:rm equipment for till
ing, cultivating and digging. 

__ Operates materials handling 
equipment and devices. 

MANAGEMENT 

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE-cont'd 

repairs sprinkler irrigating sys
system 

SALES 

Participates ift planning produc- Sells lawn and garden plants, sup-
--tiqn .of nursery stook. plies and equipment. 

Motivates workers, resolves work- Prepares $ales slips or sales con
--er problems and recommends per- --tracts and records sale, receives 

sonnel action. payment or credit authorization. 
Plans operations, estimates man- Schedules customer appointments, 

--hour requirements and establish- --makes job estimates and keeps 
es procedures customer'·i;;ervice records. 
Receives and stores supplies and Sets up displays of plants and 

--materials. · --garden supplie~ & equipment. 
· Solves problems in production, Advises customers on landscaping 
--storage, pr9cessing & shipping. --plans and in use of plant material. 
__ Evaluates practices and handling __ Displays, instructs customers of 

methods for efficiency & economy. garden tools and equipment 
Plans work schedules, assigns Consults with .customers advising 

--duties, and --the~ proper horticultural prac-
tices. 

__ Plans packing, 
operations:. 

storing & shipping __ Prepares landscape designs and 
cost estimates. 

__ Makes estimates and prepares or
ders for seed, bulbs, plants, 
fertilizer, pesticides and other 
supplies. 

__ Prepares and provides customers 
with instructions on planting and 
care of trees, shrubs and other 
plants. 

__ Participates in hiring & training 
of employees. 

RECORD KEEPING 

__ Keeps worker time & production 
records. 

__ Keeps records of operating exr ----, 
penses: labor, materials repairs, 
parts, etc. , 
Keeps records of spray, fertili

--zer, and o.ther applications.& 

A,DDITIONAL DUTIES AND TASKS 



TASK IDENTIFICATION LIST (Continued) 

RECORD KEEPING-:cont'd 

treatment$ to include quantity, 
dates and kinds. 
Computes costs. and profits from 

--oper~tion~ and budgets future 
operations~ 

Conducts inventori~s, prepares 
--merchandise orders and r~stocks 

shelves. 

ADDITIONAL DUTIES-cont'd 
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INSTRUCTION SHEET 

Ornamental Horticulture Te.chnician 

Job Competency Evaluation 

Severa~ pages are attache4 con~aining statements describing the 
work'skilled employees perform in nursery, garden·center and lands~aping 
fi:qns. These Statements are ca,lled job competencies. The::l.r,importal\ce 
to individual jobs and the work of the firm varies from business.to busi
ness. A few can readily be identified as important in all jobs and 
others only with one or few jobs. · 

In order to develep valid course objectives for training ornamental 
horticulture technicians, all.the important competencies need to be iden
tified to insure.inclusion. You will note ·that; a r&ting scale 4 3 ·2 1 0 
is prefixed to each job competency •. If the statement identifies a highly 
important competency in your business, you should circle the number 4. 
If it-identifies one of no signific,ance in the work performed in yeur 
businei;;s ,_ you should c_ircle the zero. The numbers in between, provide 
a g.raduati9n by which you can reflect the significance of competem;:ies 
wh~ch fall between the extreme points as far as the wc:>rk in your business 
is concerned. 

If, as you proceed with rating the job ,competencies, you_ find that 
one of some·importanc~ to .your business has i;iot been included,, please 
enter it at the end of the iist;ing where :you w:i,11.find blank, spaces set 
aside for this purpose. 

Before proceed:ing further would you please circle the.basic fun,ction 
that most nearly de$cribes your business in the following list: 

Wholesale Nursery 
Nursery.Sales 
Garden Center Sales 
Garden.Center and Lanqscaping 
Landscaping 
Nursery-and Landscaping 

Every effort has been made to assure complete security in the hand
ling of this information. After you have completed the questionnaire, 
if you will kindly place it. in the self-addressed postage paid envelope, 
it will return to us wi:thout your.identification. However, if you should 
like to identify your business with us, it may _·prove helpful ·in further 
communications. In any case please be assured that the information 
you provide us .will be held in the strictes.t confidence. 

At the end of the questionnaire you will find space to write us 
your comments, opinions, suggestions, or criticisms regarding our study. 
We sincerely urge you to share your thoughts with us. 



JOB COMPETENCIES 
PLANT PRODUCTION 
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4 3 2 1 0 Operates propagation or production unit, i.e., lath house, 
greenhouse, to control environment. 

4 3 2 1 0 Prepare's stock plants, plant material and seed for propa"'." 
gation, storage or other treatment. 

4 3 2 1 0 Propagates by cuttings, layerag~, ar:id graftage in large 
quantities. · 

4 3 2 1 0 Prepiires soil mixes for stockpiles and planting beds using 
synthetic additives, fertilizers and organic materials. 

4 3 2· 1 0 Prepares soil for planting by sterilizing or fumigating, 
and adding a correct.amount of moisture. 

4 3 2 1 0 :Plants in nursery row, garden beds, or containers, distri
buting roots and setting at correct depth and distances. 

4 3 2 1 0 Evaluates watering needs and irrigates by hand. or through 
irrigating system. 

4 3· 2 1 0 E~aluates fertilizer needs by stage of growth, symptoms, 
or testing and applies fertilizer by various.methods. 

4 3 2 l 0 Inspects plants, identifies symptoms, determines causes, 
and decides on corrective measures. 

4 3 2 1 0 Prepares plant specimens and collects samples of soil and 
water, tests and makes trial treatments; or sends to a 
testing agency. 

4 3 2 1 0 Performs common cultural practices, such as cultivating, 
weeding, mulching, and cleaning up debris. 

4 3 2 1 0 Applies cbemicals by spray or dust to control diseases; 
pests and weeds. 

4 3 2 1 0 Mixes insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, fertilizers 
and other chemicals in correct proportions and strengths 
for specific treatments and plants. 

4 3 2 l 0 Safely disposes of spray chemicals and residues preventing 
contamination. 

4 3 2 1 0 Identifies plants by cultivar, grade .and quality; separa
tes large quantities rapidly. 

4 3 2 1 0 Assembles plant material and packs individually, in bun
ches, in containers, and in palletized loads for shipment. 

4 3 2 1 0 Carries or conveys large numbers of transplants, handling 
without damage, and spaces correctly in beds or on storage 
dunnage. 

4 3 2 1 0 Organizes materials and equipment in work areas for effi
cient transplanting, propagating and other operati.ons. 

4 · 3 2 1 O Prepares plants for transport: tags and ties tops, bur
laps and twines root ball, and/or places in bags, boxes, 
or other containers~ 

4 3 2 1 0 Digs plants.either bare-root or with soil ball, removing 
adequate root.system and burlapping for protection. 

4 3 2 1 0 Prunes tops of plants when transplanting if root/top 
balance requires. 

LANDSCAPE MAI~TENANCE 
4 3 2 1 0 Improves surface and subsoil drainage; installs tile, 

ditches and culverts. 
4 3 2 1 0 Removes top soil, improves land contour, drainage, and 

appearance; replaces top soil uniformly. 
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4 3 2 1 0 Constructs and repairs walks, patios, borders, fences, 
etc. from materials such as wood, concrete, brick, and 
stqne. 

4 3 2 1 0 Climbs trees to prune and repair at high eleyations; uses 
ropes, slings and ladders. 

4 3· 2 1 0 Repairs .damaged and diseased trees and shrubs_by-cutting 
out,._painting, injecting preservatives _and fillers, and 
bracing. 

4 3 2 1 0 Removes branches and fells trees; removes stumps and main 
roots; .may tr.eat _with herbicides to kill. 

4 3 2 1 0 Performs seasonal landscape maintenance; determines tools; 
supply and labor needs for each job. 

4 3 2 1 0 Plants trees and other plants, using sound horticultural 
practices, 

4 3 2 1 0 Prepares soil for beds and gardens adding fertilizer, or
ganic matter, and othe~ additives as needed. 

4 3 2 1 0 Prepares soil mix and seedbed for lawn area; seeds, sods, 
plugs, or sprigs. 

4 3 2 1 0 Covers planted lawn with mulch and protective materials 
until established. 

4 3 2 1 0 Makes braces and supports for trees and shrubs using guy 
wires, poles, and stakes. 

4 3· 2 1 0 Checks soil in lawns and gar4ens.for water requirements; 
waters uniformly by.irrigating .systems or by hand. 

4 3 2 1 0 Prunes and trims trees and shrubs to improve growt~ or to 
achieve natural or artistic effects. 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 
4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

SALES. 
1 0 Offers customers products and services; discusses problems 

ancl aids customers usi.ng horticultural knowledger 
1 0 Discusses horticultural methods -with .customers and recom

mends procedures; may give or sell books, bulletins or 
leaflets. 

1 0 Gives customers instruction and demonstrations on use and 
maintenance of .lawn and garden equipment. 

1 0 Prepares written insttuctions or provides leaflets to 
customers oµ planting and a.are of plants and supplies 
purchased. 

1 0 Answers customers inquiries; arranges for appointments. 
1 0 Displays plants, garden supplies .and equipment.to encour

age sales. 
1 0 As.sis ts· customers iq. making landscaping decisions;_ advises 

on plants for desired use. 
1 0 Prepares landscape planting and construction cost es

timates for customers. 
1 0 Draws landscape planting and construction plans to detail 

specification. 
1 0 Sketches artistic illustrations interpreting mature land

scape appearance, 
1 0 Writes up landscape contract spec;:ifications to include 

planting and construction materials, labor and services. 
1 0 Writes up sales slips and sales contracts, recording sales 

transaction. 
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4 3 2 1 0 Receives and records cash and check receipts through the 
cash draw~r. · · 

4 3 2 1 0 Handles credit transactions according to policies of firm. 

MANAGEMENT 
4 3 2 1 0 Solves problems, selecting alternatives based on efficiency 

and economy . and drawing on, .past training and experience. 
4 3 2 1 0 Evaluates capability and capacity to produce; introduces· 

mechanization and other labor s~ving methods. 
4 3 2 1 0 Establishes procedures andsteps to implel!lent approved 

plans. 
4 3 2 1 0 Establishes priorities to carry out operations and pro

duce output as needed to meet established schedules•, 
4 3 2 1 0 Establishes work schedules tq make efficient use of labor 

and facilities. 
4 3 2 1 0 Analyzes actua~ costs from operations and budgets for 

future costs, 
4 3 2 1 0 Computes labor needs for various operations and prepares 

estimate$ of man~our requirements• 
4 3 2 1 0 Computes consumption data for mate.rials from inventory. 

records; computes future requirements and orders.with 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3· 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 
4 3 2 

4 3 2 

sufficient lead times. 
1 0 Stud,::i.es cultural practices for iiµproved efficiency; tests. 

and.impl,ement:i;l new metho~s. . 
1 0 Studies processing and handling methods,for efficient 

sequencing and reduced costs. 
1 0 Directs. the .. unloading, ,inspecting and counting of receipts; 

verifies documentation; stores properly. 
1 0 Moves supplies from bulk storerooms and restocks shelves 

in sales store or in processing areas. 
1 0 Estimates transportation requttements; contracts with ship

ping firms; plans consolidate.a shipments. 
1 0 Interviews.and helps make hiring decisions; evaluates 

worker-performance and recommends personnel actions, 
1 0 Instructs employees in their work and clarifies procedures. 
1 0 Assigns duties; leads work crews; coordinates work to 

achieve company goals. 
1 0 Hears worker problems and assists to enhance morale and 

efficiency. 

RECORD KEEPING 
4 3 2 1 o. Accumulates production, sales and operating expense data 

by department; reports or has recorded. 
4 3 2 1 0 Accum~lates time and performance data for workers to 

assure accurate payroll records. 
4 3 2 1 0 Keeps records of results of; inventory of,plant material 

and merchandise. . · 
4 3 · 2 1 O Records and files contracts and work orders, cumulatively 

for customers, including guarantees and services. 
4 3 2 1 O Maintains cumulative crop records; uses in planning and 

preparing future production. 
4 3 2 1 O Keeps records of plant symptoms, causes, and·corrective 

measures. 



4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

1 0 Maintains data on application and use of fertilizer, 
insecticides and other chemicals. 
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1 0 Prepares bills of lading and packing lists for use in as
sembling, loading, and shipping. 

EQUIPMENT OPERATION 
1 0 Operates tractors anfi attachmen.ts s~illfully in performing 

such tasks as tilling, planting, cultivating and digging. 
1 0 Operates heavy equipment.for grading, ditching and dig

ging. 
1 0 Operates forklifts, hand trucks and conveyors to handle 

and stack supplies. 
1 0 Checks condition. of equipment before operatinn,.secures 

attachments to power unit, fuels and lubticates. 
1 0 Performs in-operation checks on equipment to assure proper 

operation. 
1 0 Shuts down equipment after use; perf9rming clei;Lning and 

adjustment tasks and stows correctly. 
1 0 Exercises proper safety precautions when using hand tools, 

garden tools, carpentry tools and masonry tools. 
1 0 When operating tools and equipment uses appropriate pro

tective clothing, masks, gloves, goggles, etc~ 
1 0 Obse'rves correct safety.rules when operating tractors, 

attachments and other power equipment. 
1 0 Selects and uses correctly the appropriate hand, garden, 

carpentry, or masonry tools for the job to be.performed 
1 0 Operates power mowers, .edgers, t:i::innners and a17tacQ.ments · 

skillfully. · · · 
1 0 Uses hand and powered pruning and trinnning tools skill

fully as.well.as climbing hooks, belts, slings and ropes. 
1 0 Uses pipe fitting and plumbing tools·to thread, connect, 

adjust, dis~antle and join. 
1 0 Carries irrigation pipe, lays in pattern, and connects 

with vales and sprinkler heads. 
1 0 Controls water flow through irrigation system, adjusting 

valves, changing pressure; assuring uniform.water distri
bution. 

1 0 Inspects ~prayer, fills tank, start:s agitator, checks 
filter, assures proper operation. 

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
1 0 Services lawn and garden power equipment, fueling, lubri.

cating, adjusting, replacing warranty units and parts. 
1 0 Sharpens and adjusts cutting blades on lawn and garden 

equipment. 
1 0 Performs minor repair on tractors and similar. heavy equip

ment, replacing parts such as points and plugs, and clean
ing and adjusting. 

1 0 Cleans sprayer after use, i.e., tank, hose, tubes; nozzle, 
filter, etc. 

1 0 Constructs braces, guy wires, poles and dead man anchors 
to support lath houses and cloth houses. 

1 0 Repairs structures by replacing damaged timbers, siding, 
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and roofing; constructs footings; replaces screens and 
glass. 

4 3 2 1 0 Cleans clogged sprinkler heads and lines, repacks water 
valves, and repairs coupling devices on irrigating systems. 

4 3 2 1 0 Lubricates, adjusts, and sharpens hand tools and garden 
pruning tools. 

ADDITIONAL COMPETENCIES NOT INCLUDED: 

4 3 2 1 0 

4 3 2 1 0 

4 3 2 1 0 

4 3 2 1 0 

4 3 2 1 0 

4 3 2 1 0 
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